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The campaign featured some of the biggest celebrities in the 

It also featured the park’s facilities including the exquisite 

kind sports complex designed and built to meet international 

In times where people were surrounded by negative news and amidst a global pandemic, ZED by Ora Developers launched 
their latest campaign under the slogan ‘Spark Happiness’ aimed at spreading positive and happy thoughts to the community. 
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“What sparks my happiness at home 
is cooking, reading, and spending time 
with my cats.”

Sherine Reda

“What sparks my happiness at home 
is spending free time without lming. 
I love watching movies with my kids, 
drawing, and playing music.” 

Nelly Karim

“What sparks my happiness at home 
is spending time with my wife and 
kids. I am also happy when wining 
at work.”

Mido

What sparks happiness?
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In 13 years of working as a business and economic journalist, I have found Egypts 
economy baffling. In the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, despite a quarter of the pop-
ulation living below the poverty line, with many more just above it, and contracting 
regional economies, Egypts GDP grew 4.2 percent. 

It is more or less the same story in 2020 though poverty metrics are slightly worse, 
according to the World Bank s April review of Egypt. Despite the partial lockdowns 
to curb the spread of COVID-19 and the number of confirmed cases rising at an 
alarming rate, the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and two sovereign rat-
ing firms predict the country s economy will grow. Those institutions also foresee 
regional economies entering into a recession by the end of the year.  

According to Planning Minister Hala El Said, during a webinar with AmCham members 
p. 45 , the countrys GDP should increase by 4 percent this year, compared to 5.2 percent 

in 2019. That is a smaller drop than in 2008 when Egypts GDP fell from 7.2 percent to 4.2 
percent. 

At this point, conspiracy theorists might claim the government is misreporting figures, 
but that wouldnt explain how international institutions have a similarly positive outlook. 

One theory might involve the informal sector, which has become entwined in the fabric 
of Egypts economy. Almost everyone I know has made money from an informal business 
at some point in their careers. Most still use it to supplement their formal incomes. Such 
transactions might include selling ones artwork and other handicrafts online or in small 
shops and bazaars. Harsher informal jobs include working as a parking valet on a crowded 
street in Greater Cairo or a construction worker paid by the day.   

High-end, well-paying, informal jobs and business ideas are entering a golden age, with 
experts asserting that COVID-19 will only accelerate digitization trends. That era is also 
giving rise to an all-new business model where formal businesses rely on informal ones to 
ensure continuity. One example is the sudden proliferation of smartphone apps to have 
food delivered to your doorstep. Another is that small supermarkets are starting to sell 
packaged foods and snacks from home-cooks to counter the declining supply from formal 
snack producers.  

That goes against the governments long-standing policy of trying to attract the informal 
economy to register to benefit from more accessible funding, mentoring, and eligibility for 
state and CBE initiatives. However, the perks of being informal include a much shorter 
time needed to set up and get the business running. It is also cheaper, thereby generating 
more profit, faster.  

That would put enormous pressure on the government to find the right formula 
to prevent a proliferation of such businesses in a fast-digitized world. 
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The beginning of the third decade in the 21st 
century has seen a massive proliferation in the use 
of information and communication technology 
ICT  primarily caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic, which has disrupted economies, businesses and 
people s lives and livelihoods in countries around the world, 
Egypt included. The impact is not just political, economic and 
social; but it has also affected the way people work, study, 
travel, communicate, stay healthy and get entertained. 

No matter how we think about it, there is nothing good 
about societies being affected by a pandemic. That said, is the 
coronavirus offering any openings, and is there an 
opportunity that can be created through digital 
transformation? For starters, the current crisis and the 
magnitude of its impact are already forcing people to adapt. 
More people than ever before are using different technology 
platforms due to the precautionary health and safety 
measures imposed. For example, curfews and social 
distancing have led to shortened working hours in some 
professions, teleworking for others, and the shift of the entire 
educational system from K-12 through the university level to 
a completely online environment. 

During the past 10 weeks, Egyptians at large have 
significantly increased their use of digital platforms to work, 
study and shop, and this trend is expected to gain momentum 
in the future. Home and mobile internet consumption have 
increased 87 percent and 18 percent, respectively, while web 
browsing has increased 131 percent. The use of mobile 
applications in accessing educational portals and websites has 
risen massively by 376 percent. 

Therefore, building and regularly upgrading the 
infostructure and infrastructure needed to enable digital 
transformation will be crucial for Egypt to remain relevant 
and agile. The government has already signalled that it will 
continue to invest in ICT infrastructure and upskilling the 
human capital capacities, with a focus on innovative 
technologies that are able to accommodate the expected 
proliferation in digitization. 

Digital transformation goes beyond connectivity to include 
economic empowerment and growth while leveraging Egypt s 
competitiveness. It can help reshape and improve economies 
and societies through stimulating creativity and innovation, 
generating greater efficiencies and offering a platform for 
inclusive and sustainable development. Therefore, Egypt has 
an opportunity to capitalize on digital transformation as it 
embarks on another wave of reforms to help realize its Vision 
2030. This can be achieved through unleashing the potential 
of the private sector; digitizing various government services 
to help improve efficiency, reduce bureaucracy and combat 
corruption; and supporting the development and growth of 
small and medium-size enterprises by integrating them into 
the formal sector through financial inclusion. 

While digital transformation represents an enabling 
environment for the nation s development, it should be 
supported by the required infrastructure; skilled human 
capital; the proper legal, regulatory, investment and 
governance environment; and an integrated ecosystem where 
the role of practitioners, academics, industry experts, policy 
makers, business leaders, mentors, investors, innovators, 
educators and trainers can never be discounted. In addition, 
there is a need to establish incubators and accelerators in all 
of Egypt s universities and higher education institutions to 
support the creation of innovative tech-based and tech-
enabled startups that focus on priority issues and sectors such 
as transportation, fintech, healthcare, logistics, education, 
retailing and agriculture.  

In my view, the creation of a tech-enabled entrepreneurial 
culture based on an innovation-driven, government-enabled 
and private sector-led digital transformation strategy can be 
one of the key platforms to help grow the economy in a more 
competitive and inclusive way. For now, please 
#StayHome_StaySafe_StayHealthy_StayConnected.   

 Next month, another viewpoint…

SHERIF KAMEL 
President, AmCham Egypt

Now is the time to accelerate  
digital transformation

Viewpoint
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THE NEWSROOM
IN BRIEF

Egypt placed 61st out of 117 countries in the International 
Budget Partnership s Open Budget Survey, which ranks 
countries based on budget transparency. That is an im-
provement from the country s 65th ranking in the 2017 re-
port.  

In the MENA region, Egypt ranks second behind Jordan, 
Finance Minister Mohamed Maait said in a statement. The 
report commends Maait for publishing pre-budget state-
ments and citizen budgets, despite being late,  and pro-
ducing a year-end report. 

Egypt s transparency score rose to 43, up from 41 in 2017. 
The global average is 45 points out of 100 while the survey s 

transparency benchmark is 61 points. The report suggested 
Egypt could improve its score by issuing reports earlier as 
well as providing more details in the final breakdown of ex-
penditures in the end-of-year report. 

The country was weakest in public participation, where 
it scored 15 points compared to a global average of 14. The 
survey recommends engaging civil society organizations and 
marginalized communities in the budget process.  

Egypt also scored 50 points in the oversight index due to 
the limited role  of Parliament in budget planning and im-
plementation. The report also recommended hiring an in-
dependent auditor to review the state s year-end accounts. 

EGYPT CLIMBS IN BUDGET TRANSPARENCY SURVEY 

THE NEWSROOM
IN BRIEF

BANKS’ NET FOREIGN ASSETS SINK TO $14.35 BILLION
Egyptian banks  net foreign assets dropped 45 percent month-
on-month in March to EGP 196.66 billion, from EGP 358.78 
billion in February, according to the Central Bank of Egypt 
CBE .  

The drop came as the COVID-19 pandemic spurred capital 
outflows from Egypt and other emerging markets with inves-
tors pulling out a record $83 billion.  

Compared to February, net liabilities at commercial banks 
rose EGP 15.6 billion in March to EGP 251.36 billion. 

Renaissance Capital s head of MENA research, Ahmed 
Hafez, told Bloomberg that Egypt witnessed its worst capital 
outflows prior to the 2018 sell-off and yet we have been able to 
recover fairly well.  

In July 2018, Egyptian banks  net foreign assets turned neg-
ative and the assets  spread with liabilities at commercial banks 
continued to widen until January 2019. The gap was closed in 
February 2019, according to CBE data. 

However, Bloomberg reports Egypt is seeking fresh capital 

from the International Monetary Fund IMF  under a one-
year rapid financing instrument that along with a separate 
standby agreement should bolster investor confidence.  

The government has yet to disclose how much financing 
it s seeking. However, Pharos head of research Radwa Els-
waify told Enterprise the package would total $3 billion to 
$4 billion, which she claims would be sufficient to help plug 
the budget deficit and restructure government loans with-
out weighing on foreign reserves.  Mohamed Abu Basha of 
EFG Hermes estimated the figure at $2.8 billion, according 
to local media. 

The rapid financing instrument will allow the government 
to address any immediate balance of payments issues and 
support the most affected sectors and vulnerable groups of 
people, IMF Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva said 
in a statement. Meanwhile, IMF s stand-by-agreement loan 
will be geared toward supporting the government s reform 
policies and allow for continued growth, Georgieva said. 

The package 
would total  
$3 bn to $4 bn

Egypt is seeking fresh 
capital from the (IMF) 
under a one-year rapid  
financing instrument

Net liabilities at commercial 
banks rose EGP 15.6 bn in 
March to EGP 251.36 bn.

Egyptian banks’ net foreign 
assets dropped 45% month-
on-month in March to EGP 
196.66 bn.
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In BriefIn Brief

Egypt s liquefied natural gas LNG  exports accounted for 1 
percent of the global market in 2019, according to a report from 
the International Gas Union. Exports climbed to 3.5 million 
tons, from 1.4 million tons in 2018.  

CAPMAS figures released earlier this year indicated last 
year s exports were up 150 percent year-on-year to $1.24 billion.  

Petroleum and Mineral Resources Minister Tarek El Molla 
said imports would end as of October 2018 and Egypt would 
begin exporting in January 2019 as more output from gas fields 
connected to the national grid. 

Most export-bound LNG 1.3 million tons  was sold to Eu-
ropean Union countries, followed by Pakistan 0.6 million  and 
Singapore 0.3 million . Exports should grow further this year 
as the Idku LNG plant reached full capacity late last year. 

Worldwide, global LNG trade grew 13 percent to 354 million 
tons in 2019, up from 314 in 2018, with the United States, Aus-
tralia and Russia responsible for the bulk of the increase.  

Meanwhile, Qatar maintained its position as the world s 
largest exporter with 77.8 million tons, followed by Australia 
75.4 million  and the United States 33.8 million . 

REPORT PUTS EGYPTIAN LNG EXPORTS AT 1 PERCENT OF THE GLOBAL MARKET 

The total value of mergers and acquisitions M&A  in the Mid-
dle East plunged 90 percent in the first quarter to $9.28 billion 
from 95 transactions. That compares to $88.27 billion from 109 
transactions in the same quarter last year, according to a report 
from international law firm Baker McKenzie.  

The value of M&A transactions during this year s first quarter 
were $4 billion higher than in the fourth quarter of 2019. An es-
timated 63 percent of all Middle East M&A activity was among 
countries in the region in the first quarter of this year, while do-
mestic transaction values dropped 94 percent year-on-year. 

Egypt was the top target of inbound M&A at $2.4 billion. This 
figure is on the back of STCs pending acquisition of Vodafone 
Groups share in Vodafone Egypt. 

The total value of M&A activity in the region fell faster than 
the global average, which dropped 70.5 percent during the 
quarter. The number of transactions rose 9.4 percent worldwide. 

 The U.A.E. remained the most attractive foreign investment 
destination both by volume and value with 16 transactions  

amounting to $1.1 billion.   
Industrials and technology were the most attractive acqui-

sition target sectors for inbound and regional investment by 
value and volume respectively, in the first quarter. High tech 
accounted for seven transactions worth $190 million, while 
industrials witnessed four transactions totaling $1 billion. 

The outlook for the remainder of the year remains unclear 
due to uncertainty from the COVID-19 pandemic, said 
Omar Momany, who runs M&A at Baker McKenzie Habib 
Al Mulla in the U.A.E. 

One of the two scenarios Momany sees moving forward 
is M&A volumes and values slowing down further, possibly 
through the end of the year, reflecting global uncertainty, 
investors  anxiety and shifting priorities.  A rather optimistic 
scenario would see growth in M&A activity, but at a much 
slower pace and value … driven by companies being inter-
ested to join forces in an attempt to mitigate losses and con-
solidate.  

 MIDDLE EAST MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS PLUMMET

Industrials and 
technology were 

the most attractive 
acquisition target sectors for 
inbound and regional in-
vestment.

High tech  
accounted for 
seven trans-
actions worth 
$190 m.

Industrials  
witnessed four 
 transactions total-
ing $1 bn.

Global LNG trade grew 13% to  
354 m tons in 2019 with the United 
States, Australia and Russia

Qatar maintained its position as the 
world’s largest exporter with 
 77.8 m tons.

The U.A.E. remained the most attractive 
foreign investment destination both by 
volume and value with 16 [transactions] 
amounting to $1.1 bn. 



Designed in California. 
Assembled in China. 

 
That phrase on the back of every 
iPhone shows just how integrated the 
world has become. An iconic American 
brand designed locally produced 11,500 
kilometers 7,000 miles  away and 
shipped back to the United States is a 
testament to how the world has become 
a small village.   

However, the outbreak of COVID-19 
and subsequent lockdowns, particularly 

in China, has raised alarms  nowhere 
more so than in Egypt, where the CBE 
says Chinese goods accounted for 9.4 
percent of all imports last fiscal year. 
Meanwhile, the countrys imports are, 
on average, more than twice its export, 
according to CBE. That is making local 
experts and government officials look to 
increase domestic manufacturing invest-
ments to rely less on imported goods, 
fearing future supply disruptions.  

To reduce dependence on other coun-
tries, Prime Minister Mostafa 

Madbouly met with business leaders 
and investors in April to expedite plans 
to boost domestic manufacturing. 
Madbouly urged attendees to partici-
pate in the governments vision in the 
coming phase,  emphasizing that pro-
duction in Egypt is vital for the coun-
trys economic future in a post-COVID-
19 world. It is a golden opportunity for 
local industry,  he said.   

However, most developed economies 
are thinking the same thing, which 
could cost Egypt new FDI and curtail 

In depth
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 By Tamer Hafez

Can Egypt benefit from a shift from efficient, fragile international value chains to more 
reliable domestic supply networks to attract new manufacturing investments? 

PANDEMIC
manufacturing dynamics

shifts  

 



existing foreign investments. All over 
the world, investors are navigating 
uncharted waters,  wrote Cristi n 
Chiffelle, executive director of 
InvestChile, to the World Economic 
Forum WEF  in April. The COVID-
19 pandemic is leaving ... many ques-
tions about the post-coronavirus econo-
my, such as how global investment flows 
will behave as the emergency clears.  

 
Inevitable consequence 
Peter Vanham, head of communications 
for the WEF, noted in a paper published 
in April that two factors have many 
developed economies thinking about 
attracting big companies back home 
and prioritizing local investment.  

The first is the trade war between the 
worlds two biggest economies. The 
COVID-19 crisis is hitting at the high 
point of one of the fiercest trade wars 
on record,  wrote Vanham. The other 
reason is that history repeats itself, he 
noted. After the Great Depression, the 
United States imposed duties on 
imports under the Smoot-Hawley Tariff 
Act to protect the national economy. 

In April, the U.N. Conference on 
Trade and Development UNCTAD  
forecasted that global FDI could con-
tract by 30 to 40 percent this year alone; 
an earlier prediction was 5 to 15 percent. 
Sixty-one percent of the top 100 
multinational enterprises  UNCTAD 

tracks have issued earnings revisions 
that confirm the rapid deterioration of 
global prospects,  it said. According to 
Vanham, such FDI retreats are poten-
tially more dramatic than at any time in 
modern history.  

Pandemic lockdowns also made gov-
ernments, businesses and individual 
consumers suddenly struggle to procure 
basic products and materials,  said 
Christian Lanng, CEO, chairman and 
co-founder of Tradeshift, a cloud-based 
business network and platform for sup-
ply chain payments. They were forced 
to confront the fragility of the modern 
supply chain.  The company reported in 
April that trade had flatlined in every 
region affected by the lockdown.   

Protect thyself 
To protect their businesses and 
economies, developed economies are 
signaling they will no longer rely on 
China as the worlds factory.  Japan 
allocated more than $2 billion to lure 
Japanese companies back from China or 
$219.5 million to relocate elsewhere if 
Japan is not feasible.  

The governments decision came after 
imports from China, Japans biggest 
trade partner, dropped by half in 
February after the former applied a full 
lockdown to curb the spread of 
COVID-19. Those closures meant 
Japanese manufacturers had no place to 
go for supply,  wrote Kenneth Rapoza, a 
senior contributor at Forbes, in April. 
Japans decision is  a timely and expen-

sive endeavor after multinational corpo-
rations have made China their go-to 
manufacturing hub for decades. That  
comes at a time when U.S. companies 
are leaving, too, even though there is no 
official push to do so.   

Japan and the United States are not 
alone. People have been talking about 
leaving China for many years now, and 
that is why we started this research in 
the first place, to find real data, to get 
the math right on this,  Patrick Van den 
Bossche, a partner at Kearney, a manu-
facturing consulting firm, told Forbes in 
April. What we are seeing now is that 
companies are taking a hard look at it. 
Because of the pandemic and supply 
chain disruptions it caused, people... will 
see that they must diversify away from 
China.  

On the other hand, the United States 
is looking to establish a political-eco-
nomic bloc it calls the Economic 
Prosperity Network. According to 
Reuters, the cartel would consist of 
trusted partners  among them 

Australia, India, Japan, New Zealand, 
South Korea, and Vietnam  to move 
the global economy forward,  said 
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, as 
reported by Reuters. He explained the 
alliance aims to restructure ... supply 
chains to prevent something like this 
from ever happening again.   

Those measures are already hurting 
emerging economies that arent part of a 
major trade or economic pact. Just over 
a year ago, InvestChile welcomed 300 
foreign investors of 21 nationalities, with 
the president signing deals worth more 
than $7 billion in potential projects,  
Chiffelle said in April to the WEF. 
Now, InvestChile s priorities have 

changed from attracting FDI to deploy-
ing a crucial domestic effort to help 
international companies ensure their 
business continuity in Chile, thus keep-
ing the economy running.  

Meanwhile, several developed 
economies are preventing foreign 
investors from investing in some sec-
tors, such as healthcare and other criti-
cal industries. Instead, they are enticing 
domestic businesses and investors to fill 
that investment gap, instead of going 
abroad. 

In late March, the EU Commission 
published a document calling upon 
members to make full use  of FDI 
screening mechanisms. Their primary 
concern is foreigners acquiring 
European businesses at rock-bottom 
prices. Some of those companies might 
be related to healthcare that the EU 
Commission has designated a national 
security  industry. That means only local 
investors are allowed. Germany, Spain, 
and Italy already have published a list of 
sectors that are off-limits to FDI, Rajat 
Sethi of S&R Associates law firm told 
Bloomberg in May.  

Meanwhile, Australia amended sever-
al laws to prohibit FDI from designated 
sectors while giving incentives to local 
investors. Every merger or acquisition 
must be approved by a new commission, 
regardless of the sector. We dont want 
predatory behavior,  said Josh 
Frydenberg, Australia s treasurer and 
deputy leader of the Liberal Party, 
announcing the new stipulations.  

More developed economies may fol-
low suit. There has been a growing con-
cern across the globe that Chinese com-
panies are buying cheap, distressed 
assets,  Bangalore-based lawyer Nikhil 
Narendran told TechCrunch in April. 

In depth
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Government s  may be thinking that if 
this is allowed to continue, it could raise 
some security concerns.  

 

Introducing  
inefficiencies 
Cost is the main reason multinationals 
manufacture overseas and source parts 
from multiple countries. Having the 
least costly network is known as a lean 
business model. Its supply chains are 
called global value chains GVCs . That 
model greatly boosts productivity and 
incomes in both developed and develop-
ing countries,  wrote Daria Taglioni, a 
lead economist at the World Bank, last 
October. Global value chains have 
powered an economic revolution over 
the past three decades: growth acceler-
ated, incomes rose and poverty rates 
plunged to a historical low of 10 per-
cent.  She noted that in 2015, more than 
half of global trade involved GVCs.  

Lanng believes that relying on a net-
work of suppliers and clients in multiple 
countries has risks. COVID-19 has 
exposed the vulnerabilities of complex 
global supply chains built on lean manu-

facturing principles,  he said. The most 
prominent example is companies pro-
ducing protective gear for COVID-19 
first responders. It has laid bare the 
inherent risks of inventory and single-
sourcing models driven exclusively by 
cost control,  said Lanng.  

A report by Oxford Economics indi-
cated the pandemic has created tempo-
rary manufacturing deserts,  whereby a 
city, region, or countrys output drops so 
substantially it becomes a no-go zone.   

Lanng believes multinationals should 
increase their manufacturing footprint in 
critical markets, where parts, production, 
and sales happen in the same country or 
places where national-policy alignment 
goes beyond free trade agreements. He 
predicts a decentralization of manufac-
turing capacity, with companies looking 
to bring production home  and that man-
ufacturing hubs such as Vietnam, 
Mexico, and India could benefit.  

 
Effects on Egypt 
Such measures likely will lead to lower 
FDI, even after the pandemic is under 
control. The effect of lower  FDI 
flows to these emerging  economies 

may be particularly severe,  noted an 
OECD report published in May. 
Manufacturing sectors, which account 

for a larger share of FDI in many of 
these economies than in most devel-
oped economies, have been particularly 
hard hit by the pandemic.   

The Central Bank of Egypts CBE  
most recent report on FDI, in January 
and February, showed an increase of 19 
percent year-on-year. Lockdowns in 
Egypt, the EU, and MENA countries 
took full effect in the second half of 
March.  

In the short term, FDI would likely 
be a significant source of foreign curren-
cy for Egypt. Especially that tourism 
probably wont recover soon, which 
could mean considerable declines in for-
eign currency inflows from the sector 
until the end of the year.  

Meanwhile, with an expected 3 per-
cent contraction in global GDP this 
year, remittances to the Middle East 
and North Africa region are projected to 
fall by 19.6 percent to $47 billion in 
2020,  said the World Bank. It would be 
largely due to a fall in wages and 

employment of migrant workers, who 

In depth
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tend to be more vulnerable... during an 
economic crisis in a host country,  said 
the release. So far, Egypt has officially 
reported January and February remit-
tances, which increased 33.6 percent to 
$5.2 billion compared to a year earlier.  

However, in May, the government 
secured a $2.77 billion low-interest loan 
from the IMF. The news came after the 
CBE announced foreign-currency 
reserves reached $40 billion at press 
time, down from $45.5 billion at the 
start of the year. According to 
Bloomberg Quint in May, Egypt is qui-
etly seeking $5 billion more from the 
IMF as well as $4 billion from other 
institutions.  

 
State’s plans 
As concerns rise regarding the future of 
international investment flows, local 
manufacturing is becoming more criti-
cal than ever. Madbouly stressed in his 
meeting with private sector leaders that 
the government will introduce facilita-
tion and incentives to localize produc-
tion. The key is to harmonize the rela-
tionship between the private sector and 
the government,  he said in April. The 
prime minister explained that COVID-
19 and the breakdown of global supply 
chains opens the door for Egypt to 
reduce its dependence on imports, espe-
cially finished and semi-finished goods 
and products. Local investors need to 
plug such shortages,  he said.  

Trade and Industry Minister Nevine 
El Gamea said the priority is engineer-
ing industries and textiles. We sat down 
with the private sector to find out which 
products are imported and can be easily 
replaced by locally-made alternatives,  
she said. The other priority is finishing 
the construction of several industrial 
complexes, such as the one in Beni Suef 
and another textile complex in Sadat 
City. El Gamea also pointed to new leg-
islation and incentives for SMEs and 
informal businesses. 

In May, as reported by Al Ahram, 
Planning Minister Hala El-Said cited 
agriculture, information and communi-
cation technology, pharmaceuticals, 

chemicals, and construction as crucial 
sectors for Egypts economy.   

 

Abandoning  
the GVCs model 
The success of increasing invest-
ments in Egypt will largely depend on 
how fast the economy reopens. Once 
that happens, there may be an out-
side chance that multinational com-
panies would invest in Egypt. 
However, they would most likely only 
meet local demand as part of their 
global plans to avoid GVCs.  

Holger G rg, a professor of inter-
national economics at the University 
of Kiel in Germany, writing to WEF 
in April, said such investments would 
likely come if there are adequate local 
suppliers and a big enough market. 
In the past, outsourcing was, in 

many cases, driven by multinational 
firms  desire to optimize their opera-
tions,  he wrote, adding they now will 

prioritize sustainability over efficiency.  
When Egypt ends its partial lock-

down, it stands to be a prime benefi-
ciary of such changes with a potential 
market of more than 100 million, 
mostly young consumers. It also is an 
underserved market, especially Upper 
Egypt. Finally, Egypt is among the 
least dependent African countries on 
Chinese products despite its close 
trade ties with Beijing. Such countries 
will be most attractive for new pro-

duction sites,  wrote Alicia Garc a 
Herrero, a senior fellow at European 
think-tank Bruegel, in February. 

Accordingly, the state must create a 
more investor-friendly internal trade 
environment. The disruption of 
GVCs due to COVID-19 may ... 
leave a longer-term legacy: a signifi-
cant reduction in developing coun-
tries  potential to industrialize 
through linking into GVCs for many 
years to come,  wrote G rg. n
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Investing in 

health systems 
The COVID-19 outbreak has exposed the 
vulnerability and potential of healthcare 
across the world, but Africa may be best 
poised to attract investments.  
 

By Tamer Hafez
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In Africa, healthcare statistics generally paint a grim 
picture. According to Mathieux Lamieux, a healthcare 
consultant who has worked with 22 African govern-

ments, the continent carries 24 percent of the global disease 
burden and 54 percent of its infectious diseases. Yet, it 
accounts for 14 percent of the world s population and 2 per-
cent of the physicians, he said in a TED talk.  

According to the World Economic Forum WEF , It 
would take 300 years and 10 times the expenditure of a typ-
ical African economy to have the same access to doctors per 
capita as developed economies.   

However, one advantage of African governments building 
healthcare systems is they start from a blank slate. As a 
result, they can use the latest technology and innovative 
concepts to solve problems. The WEF noted that using 
those advanced solutions would help African nations to 
overcome challenges that already exist in developed 
economies, such as coverage and affordability.  

On the flip side, a primary factor hindering healthcare in 
Africa is that their pockets of innovative healthcare solu-
tions are not linked, and therefore not scalable. They need 
to tackle critical mass,  said Lamieux, by boosting supply 

to meet demand, developing quality services while main-
taining affordability, and embracing supportive policy.   

 

System lacking 
The WEF pointed out that Africa s healthcare 
problems revolve around inaccessibility. In poor 
rural areas, clinics are not within walking dis-
tance, while public transportation is severely 
lacking. And even if there is a medical facility 
nearby, they are usually poorly equipped and 
not reliably staffed,  noted the WEF.  

Francois Botha, the founder of Simple 
Consulting, an international firm in South 

Africa, wrote in Forbes that massive 
socio-economic problems in Africa 

and poor governance have definitely 
not helped the situation.   

The continent struggled with 
10 of the worlds 28 plagues 

during the past 20 years. 
Those outbreaks includ-

ed; swine flu, Zika 
virus, a strand of 

coronavirus and 
Ebola. The 

African con-
tinent has 

certainly 

faced its fair share of challenges in recent decades,  wrote 
Botha.   

However, the continent has overcome those outbreaks. 
Africa has had a lot of great progress in healthcare over the 
past 20 years,  said Lamieux. Those improvements are not 
just in terms of increasing capacity, whether in medical per-
sonnel or physical resources. They also include government 
policy changes. Lamieux recalled during his TED talk that 
until 1998, the Tanzanian government didn t even classify 
HIV/AIDS as a disease. Officially, people died from 
opportunistic infections,  caused by the presence of AIDS,  
he said. Today it is classified as a disease, with 500,000 
Tanzanians being treated.    

 

Tackling COVID-19 
So far, the continent has been the least impacted globally, 
with 81,521 confirmed cases as of May 25. According to the 
John Hopkins University COVID-19 tracker tool, of 
Africa s 54 nations, only Egypt and South Africa have more 
than 10,000 cases, while 14 had more than 1,000.  

Last month, an article in The Economist noted one rea-
son for the low infection numbers is a lack of testing and 
tracking. However, the story stressed that data from the 
World Health Organization WHO  suggests the infection 
rate is much lower than the rest of the world: Over the past 
month, reported cases have doubled every two weeks. Until 
recently, American cases were doubling every three days.   

Berhanu Nega, an Ethiopian opposition leader talking to 
The Economist, noted that people would know if a govern-
ment reports incorrect numbers in this age of technology. 
In a society like ours, there s simply no way this could be 

kept a secret,  he said, referring to Mauritius, Namibia and 
Seychelles not reporting any new cases for two weeks. 
Ethiopia, Rwanda and Uganda have reported fewer than 
700 new cases among them during that time, or less than 1 
percent of total testing.  

There also have been no reports of surges. In Egypt, for 
instance, the rate of growth of confirmed cases was between 
3.3 percent and 5.6 percent between April 24 and May 25, as 
compiled from the Ministry of Health during that time 
frame.  

Starting in June, many African nations will lift lockdowns, 
fearing an economic collapse from shutting down business-
es and preventing people from leaving their homes. In 
South Africa, the continent s most infected country, the 
IHS Markit Purchasers Manager Index PMI  declined to 
35.1 points in April compared to 44.5 a month earlier, as 
reported by Trading Economics. A score of 50 points or 
higher indicates a growing number of orders. Egypt 
dropped from 44.2 to 29.5 during the same time. The story 
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is similar in other major African 
economies, including Nigeria, whose 
PMI declined from 53.8 to 37.1.  

As a result, African nations will 
depend heavily on the small pockets of 
innovation they have built over the 
years in their health systems to keep 
COVID-19 in check as economies 
reboot.  

 
Innovative health  
systems 
Healthcare innovation in Africa doesn t 
only mean having the latest medical 
equipment and a world-class teaching 
hospital and university, said Lamieux, 
adding that is what ministers always 
think about when taking office.    

Instead, innovation comes from find-
ing inexpensive ways to overcome prob-
lems that conventionally might require 
billions of dollars to resolve. The weak-
ness and lack of insight from govern-
ments has... opened the door for compa-
nies to work with states  to gain access 
to fertile investment  environments,  
wrote Botha. Innovators are unbur-
dened by regulation and ... populations 
are highly receptive to an improvement 
in their standard of living.  

For instance, South Africa has used 
drones to increase awareness about 
COVID-19 in rural, poor and inaccessi-
ble areas. We are able to access all peo-
ple. A drone when it hovers above the 
communities, it fascinates, it intrigues 
people,  Maripe Mangena, mayor of 
Greater Tzaneen Municipality, told 
Voice of America VOA  in April. The 
municipality is the first in South Africa 
to use this tech. People want to listen. 
People want to hear the message.    

The government also uses those 
drones to monitor activity in COVID-
19 hotspots. To date, Greater Tzaneen 
Municipality has the lowest rate of 
infections, as reported by Marize de 
Klerk, a contributor at VOA.   

Meanwhile, Ghana utilizes an updat-
ed version of its District Health 

Information Systems DHIMS2 , a 
comprehensive web-based health 

management information solution for 
reporting and analyzing the needs of 
health facilities at all levels.  The sys-
tem links Ghana s 170 districts to a cen-
tral database with real-time updates 
and is accessible to anyone working in 
the country s health services.  

Ghana also employs a Mobile 
Technology for Community Health 
MOTECH  system. It uses mobile 

phones to remotely link informal med-
ical service providers, physicians, and 
nurses to central medical facilities. The 
app also allows medical professionals to 
record which medicines they give to 
every patient and upload medical files to 
the central database. A key innovation 
of MOTECH is sending voice messages 
to women in their local language. A voice 
message sidesteps low literacy and 
affords the messages more credibility,  
according to a funding proposal sent to 
the African Development Bank. 
Another key innovation is that 
MOTECH sends out appointment 
reminders to patients and practitioners, 
allowing doctors to identify patients 
who missed essential appointments. 

Cameroon has been using a system 
the World Health Organization devel-
oped for early detection and fast 
response in epidemics since 2010. It 
links mobile phones of healthcare 
workers to the central government s 
medical database. Since July 2010, 
response time from case detection to 
pre-confirmation of outbreaks has 
been reduced from seven days to less 
than one,  according to Cameroons 
Ministry of Health website. The 
smart phone network has greatly 

improved the flow of information 
among the district, regional and central 
health service. It helps... provide guid-
ance remotely on how to investigate 
outbreaks and manage cases in far-off 
localities. The initiative was designed 
to better manage outbreaks.   

Uganda uses its real-time digital medical 
system  known as mTrac  to monitor 
supplies of medicines and delivery of 
health services via SMS. The health min-
istry then aggregates and analyzes that 
information using RapidSMS software. 
The resulting dashboard and summary 
reports are accessible to all medical stake-
holders, according to a funding proposal 
sent to the African Development Bank.  

Kenyas entrepreneurs worked with the 
health ministry to develop a bespoke dis-
tributed inventory management system 
that uses mobile phones to update inven-
tory across all districts. That inventory 
data helps automate supply chain planning 
of imports and manufacturing. The sys-
tem is a three-level solution comprising  
mobile phone, district store and headquar-
ters applications,  said Kenyas health 
ministry.  

The country also has used an eLearning 
platform for nurses since 2005. Its a low-
cost program developed by the African 
Medical and Research Foundation, 
Nursing Council of Kenya and Accenture 
designed to allow nurses to work full time 
while studying. Also, Kenya is part of the 
WHOs remote-learning network known 
as RAFT R seau en Afrique 
Francophone pour la T l m decine .  

The Gambia education ministry dis-
tributes CDs to schoolchildren with 
essential medical advice and training. 
Meanwhile, Sierra Leone manages its 
healthcare services via mobile phones.   

The combination of innovation pockets 
and the COVID-19 outbreak is a unique 
opportunity for Africas spirit of innova-
tion,  says Botha. He pointed to the wide-
spread use of smartphones as well as the 
populations openness to using new tech-
nologies, he noted citing Africas global 
leadership in mobile money transfers. 

 
Investing in scale 
Despite such innovative, government-
led healthcare solutions, there is a severe 
lack of scale. In Tanzania, for example, 
they are treating 500,000 people for 
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AIDS. They are a third of the infected 
population,  said Lamieux during his TED 
talk, adding that most programs started as 
pilots with 10,000 individuals. Scaling 
such programs to 5 million is not easy 
because most of those initiatives are exe-
cuted on the ground via entrepreneurs.  
The difficulty in scaling up pockets of 
innovation across the continent comes 
down to a lack of integration with existing 
systems and healthcare entrepreneurs.  

The International Financial 
Corporation IFC  estimates that private 
sector healthcare and medical investors 
have a $25 billion to $30 billion opportuni-
ty in Africa. However, new investors need 
to select their models and sectors careful-
ly. According to the IFC, the ideal model 
would be a close partnership between the 
public and private sectors.  That includes 
finding legislation that engages, oversees 
and ensures the sustainability of the pri-
vate healthcare sector.   

Another target market for investors to 
consider is those who cant afford to pay 
between $34 and $40 a year per person in 

healthcare expenses, noted the IFC. Such 
individuals mostly live in remote areas 
where access to healthcare is nearly 
nonexistent. In Africa today, the private 
sector is sometimes the only option for 
healthcare in many rural areas and poor 
urban slums,  noted the IFC report. A 
poor woman in the region is as likely to 
take her sick child to a private hospital or 
clinic as to a public facility.  

Another significant opportunity for 
private sector companies is to provide 
existing health systems with advanced 
medical equipment and procedures and 
higher quality services,  noted the IFC. 
Those opportunities include adding up 
to half a million hospital beds, better 
supply and delivery chains for pharma-
ceutical companies, and supplemental 
training for nearly 890,000 medical 
workers in the continent.  

 
Turning a profit 
The IFC noted, Meeting the demand 
for healthcare  can deliver strong finan-

cial returns and has enormous potential 

for development impact by expanding 
access to health services for the poorest 
people and reducing the financial burden 
on governments.   

As a result, about half of the invest-
ments are expected to be made by for-
profit entities, with the rest spread 
between social enterprises and non-gov-
ernmental organizations,  the IFC noted. 
Most opportunities will be in the small 

and medium enterprise sector.  
Profit would be driven further by recov-

ering GDP growth rates once African 
economies reboot in a post-COVID-19 
world. As Africas economies improve, 
the demand for good quality healthcare 
will only increase further,  noted the IFC.  

To further entice new investors to enter 
the market and existing ones to expand, 
African governments need to increase 
their commitment to national healthcare 
insurance. The IFC noted that despite 
widespread poverty, an astonishing 50 

percent of the regions health expenditure 
is financed by out-of-pocket payments 
from individuals.  n
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As the number of fatalities from 
the COVID-19 pandemic 
crossed the 100,000 mark at the 

end of May, opponents of the Trump 
administration believe the ending of 
lockdowns are coming at an inopportune 
moment. However, the fact remains that 
all 50 states are now in some phase of 
reopening. This crucially puts President 
Trump s dearly desired American 
Comeback  plans firmly in motion before 
the November elections. 

According to Johns Hopkins 
University, the U.S. has more confirmed 
COVID-19 cases than the following top 
five nations added together. However, 
the timing of the decision seems 
inescapable as U.S. jobless claims have 
surged past 33 million during the pan-
demic. That is the highest unemploy-
ment rate since the Great Depression of 
the 1930s.  

Meanwhile, weary after weeks of 
restrictions, Americans are increasingly 

defying lockdowns and demanding that 
businesses reopen. U.S. President Donald 
Trump supports their positions, as states 
and localities are increasingly eager to 
restart their economies. 

Against the November election s 
backdrop, Trump and his government 
tread a fine line between prioritizing 
lives over livelihoods. The aim is to get 
the country s economy back on track 
while preserving America s unique 
brand of federalism. 

American   Impact     
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Coronavirus straining
American federalism 

As the United States scrambles to reopen businesses, how much longer will the Trump 
administration, states and civilians accept trading liberties for lockdowns?  By Adam Skaria
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Science vs. politics 
Playing out is a battle that frequently 
pits science against partisan political 
animus. Caught in the middle are mil-
lions of the most vulnerable Americans 
who risk losing jobs or their lives. 
Lockdown protests have broken out 
across the nation even as the number of 
cases and deaths continues to increase 
nationally.   

New evidence indicates deaths from 
the COVID-19 pandemic could be 
double the official figure,  according to 
an unnamed adviser at the Centers for 
Disease Control CDC , as reported by 
The Independent in May.  

I think the undercount is enormous. 
The overall burden of mortality from 

COVID-19 could be enormously high-
er,  Mark Hayward, a sociology profes-
sor at the University of Texas at Austin 
who advises the CDC, told the 
Independent in May. He added that the 
full mortality burden  includes delays 

and difficulty obtaining data, the omis-
sion of virus-exacerbated deaths from 
preexisting conditions, and failure to 
receive treatment, among other factors. 

Others believe the official death toll is 
inflated. In a Town Hall webpage article 
in April, Ngozi Ezike, director of the 
Illinois Department of Public Health, is 
quoted as saying, the case definition is 
very simplistic. If you were in hospice… 
given a few weeks to live, then you also 
were found to have the virus , that 
would be counted as a COVID-19 
death.  

Even with an incomplete picture, 
most health professionals advocate 
maintaining lockdown conditions until 
virus-related casualties abate. On the 
flip side, as one Trump adviser asserted 
in a Washington Post article, They re 
all about science, science, science, which 
is good, but sometimes theres a little bit 
less of a consideration of politics when 
maybe there should be.  

 
The testing test 
Of paramount importance, according to 
health experts, is mass testing. Despite 
progress, the United States still does not 
have enough testing capacity. The 
Harvard Global Health Institute esti-
mates 1 million tests per day in the U.S. 
are necessary.  

The need to reopen, that was not 
based on a clear road map of how people 
were going to be tested,  said Bhaskar 
Chakravorti, dean of global business at 
the Fletcher School of Law and 
Diplomacy at Tufts University in a May 
report from the Washington Post. 

Although the Trump administration 
stressed that testing is the centerpiece 
of their COVID-19 response policy in 
mid-March, yet only 97 test sites were 
established, far fewer than promised. 
Trump then declared testing was the 
responsibility of individual states.  

Absent an overarching pandemic 
response from Washington, states have 
largely been left to their own devices, 
and some began partnering with neigh-
bors to coordinate how to reopen their 
economies. 

Whats very difficult in a country as 
big and mobile as the United States is to 
have a state-by-state or a city-by-city 
decision-making process,  said 
Kathleen Sebelius, former Kansas gov-
ernor and health secretary in the 
Obama administration, in the same 
report. Nothing could be more confus-
ing for people.  

 
Lives and livelihoods  
While coastal blue-state bastions like 
New York City and Los Angeles became 
pandemic epicenters, most Trump 
Country  deep-red states were spared 
such devastation and now constitute the 
main bloc leading the charge to reopen. 
District attorneys in states like 
Michigan and Pennsylvania, for exam-
ple, declined to prosecute lockdown-
defying residents and business owners. 

In mid-May, Vice President Mike 
Pence predicted the worst of the pan-
demic would be behind us by early 
June.  The Trump administration and its 
supporters say economic damage inflict-
ed by state-mandated lockdowns is 
artificial  and predict a rapid rebound. 
It s one hell of a difficult situation, 

whatever the president  does,  said 
economist Arthur Laffer, a Trump advis-
er. If something goes wrong, his critics 
will say, I told you so!  which isnt a 
healthy environment.    

Proponents of continued lockdowns 
insist the president is cheering an eco-
nomic revival rather than managing a 
catastrophic health crisis,  according to 
a story in the Washington Post. But 
despite a climbing death toll, many see 
the presidents warning that the solu-
tion should  not be worse than the 
problem itself  as ringing true for an 
increasing number of citizens and state 
governments desperate to reopen. 

Conversely, proponents of reopening 
say the virus has been overhyped. 
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Georgia is a bellwether mainly because 
the reopening has been so aggressive,  
Stephen Stanley, chief economist at 
Amherst Pierpont Securities LLC, told 
Bloomberg. He also cited a 20 percent 
drop in the states COVID-19 cases. 
The other aggressive states, like Florida 

and Texas, are still opening up more 
slowly. So if Georgia is successful... there 
should be a strong presumption that 
reopening everywhere else should be 
successful.  

All states in America had begun a 
phased reopening of their economies as 
of May 20. Although lockdown orders 
remain in effect in a handful of states, 
some non-essential businesses in those 
regions have reopened, according to 
data compiled by the New York Times 
revealed, echoing other analyses. 

 
Straining federalism 
Federalism often is viewed as a tense 
relationship between the national gov-
ernment and states. Health care is a 
prime example,  noted Jennifer Selin, 

assistant professor of constitutional 
democracy at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia. While states have 
the constitutional power to regulate 
health and welfare, there is a long histo-
ry of national government involvement 
in health policy.   

The framers of the Constitution rec-
ognized the importance of the federal 
government in times of crisis. 
Acknowledging the need for unified 
national leadership when the country 
faces dangerous circumstances, James 
Madison said in The Federalist Papers: 
The operations of the federal govern-

ment will be most extensive and impor-
tant in times of war and danger; those of 
the State governments, in times of 
peace and security.  

Many see Trumps interactions with 
states during the crisis as jarringly incon-
sistent, ranging from labeling himself as 
a wartime president with total authority 
and then declaring he was merely 
President Backup  to help the states as 

he deems necessary. However, it stands 
to reason that neither option alone is 
sufficient. Balancing these two alterna-
tives has been the more realistic and 
sensible requirement for any president 
facing such a crisis. 

Trump has deployed military 
resources to aid states and relaxed feder-
al rules for testing. In mid-April, he 
announced voluntary guidelines for 
reopening and signed a $2 trillion relief 
package for individuals and states 
approved by Congress.  

It is still up to individual states to craft 
policies that protect the health and wel-
fare of their citizens during this time,  
says Selin, of the University of Missouri-
Columbia. Some states are working 
closely with the White House, and others 
are coordinating their response efforts 
with neighboring states.   If Americas 
response to the crisis remains piecemeal 
and state-specific, says Selin, then per-
haps this is what the framers of the 
Constitution  intended.  n 
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Challenge, 
As leisure travel marketers strategize and plan recovery efforts, 
business events professionals grapple with the challenge of when 
people will feel comfortable convening in groups again.   

By  Ola Noureldin

change in the business 
events industry
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With physical events set to remain on hold for 
some time, more businesses are using video 
tools for meetups and meetings and finding 

new ways to connect without summits and conferences. 
The question is whether people will return to face-to-face 

events even when it s safe to do so? 
The Events Industry Council values the global MICE meet-

ings, incentives, conferences, exhibitions  sector at more than $1 
trillion. It estimates that, due to the COVID-19, about 23 percent 
of the market has disappeared. Since the onset of the pandemic, 
hundreds of events have been canceled worldwide. Microsoft has 
suspended all live gatherings until July 2021, and Facebook can-
celed meetings of more than 50 people until June 2021. 

According to an April survey from Global DMC Partners, 
a global network of independently owned destination man-
agement companies, 64 percent of 374 respondents from 
the United States, Europe, and Canada predict they will 
resume live events between August and January.   

For a glimpse into the future, Global DMC Partners 
asked what new initiatives will be added to live programs. 
Not surprisingly, the vast majority 90 percent  cited hand-
sanitizer stations, social-distancing restrictions 79 percent , 
fewer attendees 61 percent , and eliminating buffets in 
favor of plated or boxed meals 66 percent . 

Other new practices include using hotels, venues, and 
event vendors with verifiable sanitation processes 60      

THE EASY WAY: BUSINESS PEOPLE ARE QUICKLY ADAPTING TO HOLDING MEETINGS FROM THE COMFORT OF THEIR HOMES. 
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percent , requiring face masks 40 percent  and temperature 
checks 34 percent , and providing medical and Personal 
Protective Equipment to staff 28 percent . More than 51 
percent said they would offer a virtual alternative to live 
events. Twenty-three percent said they would have pro-
grams closer to home to eliminate international travel. 
Eleven percent responded they are considering ground 
transportation changes, and 5 percent are looking into   
charter flights. 

In these unprecedented times, event organizers must 
reconsider their options to balance two priorities. On the 
one hand, it is crucial to uphold the health and safety of 
staff, sponsors, and attendees. Yet, it also is necessary to 

meet financial obligations by minimizing losses caused by 
disruption and maintaining cash flow. 

Acknowledging the gravity of the situation is not the same 
as underestimating the value of events that are, after all, spaces 
where high-level debates take place, and fruitful professional 
relationships can be forged, says Dimitrios Zarikos, regional 
vice president and general manager at Four Seasons Hotel 
Cairo at Nile Plaza.  

Many events will likely resume while abiding by government 
guidelines. Still, given the massive costs involved in travel and 
attendance for such conferences and the capacity for online 
tools to replicate the experience, the event industry may have 
changed forever due to COVID-19, says Zarikos.  

It is very possible that we will get to see a group of 200 peo-
ple from different countries attending a major conference on 
video,  he says. People who were supposed to fly in for an 
event can now simply join virtually.   

The MICE business represents 15 to 20 percent of total rev-
enue at Four Seasons, says Zarikos, adding the majority is govern-
ment booked. Egyptian and GCC corporations also are active, 
with the banking and finance sectors sealing the most deals. 

 

Hope-studded future 
The World Travel and Tourism Council WTTC  on June 1 
unveiled the second phase of measures to rebuild consumer 
confidence in travel. Measures announced include: physical 
distancing for seating distribution and aisles, utilizing available 
government guidance, creating visual support to show intent 
as appropriate, reducing venue capacity limits for participants 
as appropriate and required by local legislation, distinguishing 
between different areas of risk in the venue, considering pre-
arrival risk assessment questionnaires for participants, limiting 
physical interaction and possible queuing at reception and reg-
istrations, and using advance registration to enhance partici-
pant flow, as well as creating isolation units outside the venue 
where possible for those showing COVID-19 symptoms,  
according to WTTC. 

However, Zarikos points out that social distancing and other 
measures mentioned go against the concept of coming togeth-
er to network at an event. You can not shake hands, you can 
not even see the other person speak from the mask,  he says. 
We are human beings who crave social and physical interac-

tions by nature. If this is taken away from us, will we actually 
make the effort to travel for hours with masks and gloves on 
just to get into a meeting room where strict social distancing 
rules apply?   

Zoom and Microsoft Teams have been the go-to substitutes 
for face-to-face gatherings, and local and multinational compa-
nies are making critical long-term decisions online.  

We realized that there is no reason to gather for every sin-
gle detail and, actually, we will be able to reach more people 
that way when it comes to large meetings, events and confer-
ences, as we cut costs and time wasted on Cairo commutes,  
says Zarikos notes. 
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Nothing can replace meeting people in-person, he adds, 
but depending on the goals in attending such events, people 
may rethink their approach. 

 

Substitute or complement 
The World Tourism Organization UNWTO  says in its 
global report on the meetings industry that 20 percent of 
people who travel worldwide do so for business. The meet-
ings industry plays a leading role in the growth of the world 
economy and is key to improving understanding and rela-
tions among different regions and cultures. 

So if events are invaluable, what is next for the MICE 
industry? Are there any best practices to cope with large-
scale disruption? At this critical junction, learning to navi-
gate the situation requires extensive planning and the will-
ingness to adapt quickly, according to Moataz Sedky, general 
manager of Travco Holidays Egypt. 

Now is an opportunity for us to reset and reinvent our busi-
nesses,  explaining that a Lego Strategy could follow for the 
MICE industry where businesses realign pieces in a new way.  

Could it be about hybrid or virtual events, where some 
people are present in-person and others attend online? 
Could you be walking through a virtual reality version of a 
convention center, stopping into a virtual, real-time meet-
ing with presenters? We ll know soon, Sedky says. All it 
takes is getting the infrastructure right and following a solid 
plan,  he adds. There are a lot of creative wheels spinning 
right now and we ll see what develops.  

Hybrid events combine live in-person and remote atten-
dance, so they eliminate many barriers. This type of online 
gatherings may suit seminars, lectures, conferences, and 
training workshops, according to Congrex, an association 
management firm and conference organizer. Hybrid events 
are an option in certain areas as long as the number of face-
to-face participants is in line with local regulations. In the 
current environment, hosting a hybrid event could be the 
best way of covering all bases if an event is still a few 
months away.  

In these uncertain times, every event planner should 
develop a backup plan, and hybrid events may fit the bill,  
the firm notes. 

What we know is that virtual events cannot replace face-
to-face events. Virtual components can enhance functions, 
and there will be adjustments made to current events to 
make them virtually compatible in the short term. Sedky 
adds the industry should have a clear post-COVID-19 strat-
egy and put out dedicated, well-structured packages, not 
just rush in  once the pandemic is over.  

Among the benefits of virtual events is the ability to man-
age the participation of those interested in particular kinds 
of conferences, show an avant-garde image, and reduce 
organization costs such as airfare and accommodations, said 

Maged Fawzy, chairperson of the Chamber of Hotel 
Establishments, to Al-Ahram last month. On the other 
hand, he says, virtual events could represent a significant 
loss of jobs. 

Event organizers provide work for architects, designers, 
florists, light and sound crews, press, caterers, airlines, trav-
el agencies, and many others, said Fawzy. The atmosphere at 
a face-to-face event generates better communication and 
strengthens relationships. 

We should not do everything virtually,  said Fawzy. Let s 
postpone and not cancel events that mostly need personal 
interaction so the MICE industry can move forward.  

Cancellations have directly hit the Nile Ritz-Carlton s 
MICE business due to COVID-19. There are still a few 
bookings that are postponed to the last quarter that 
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hopefully will be confirmed this summer,  says General 
Manager Joe Ghayad. MICE represents about a quarter 
of the hotel s revenues.  

As per the Ritz-Carlton cancellation protocol, the hotel 
either refunds the total payment or postpones the booking.   

During these times, the hotel will continue focusing on the 
local market and targeting different segments as it uses the 
slow period to revamp areas on the property. Ghayad expects 
the entire structure of running the business to change. 

There will be new industries and techniques that support 
new methods of running the business, yet the impact and 
actual decline figures for MICE are still under study,  says 
Ghayad, adding he foresees more virtual meetings and confer-
ences in early 2021. We are positive that MICE will be back 
gradually as we continue emphasizing we will travel again.  

Rising to the challenges 
Professional events have several vital functions. They bring 
brand awareness and revenue for the organizer, share up-to-
date information, and provide networking opportunities. 
For a long time, face-to-face meetings seemed the best way 
of achieving this, and resistance to adopting new meeting 
formats mainly came from not knowing how alternative for-
mats could fulfill these objectives, according to Congrex. 

As technology evolves, virtual and hybrid events prove 
they can fill in the gap left by large-scale cancellations and 
other restrictions. Not only that, but they also offer some 
substantial advantages. 

Virtual and hybrid events can be highly profitable since 
they partly or wholly eliminate the need for venue rental, 

SOCIAL DISTANCING: BUSINESSES THAT RELY ON BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER NEED TO ADOPT NEW IDEAS.



certain types of insurance, and additional services like staffing 
and catering,  Congrex notes. Therefore, they can help orga-
nizers reduce expenses and operational costs. Moreover, in-
person meetings entail geographic and travel constraints 
that may prevent some prospective participants from 
attending.  

 Additionally, the technology used to deliver online events 
has built-in capabilities that allow organizers to measure 
success in real-time. Such data can be used to make changes 
and gauge the audience s reaction. In short, online event 
tech facilitates continuous improvement both during and 
after the event, the association says on its website. 

Switching to virtual events may be easier than it 
appears,  Zarikos says. These events rely on mediums and 
formats that are already familiar, as we are conducting an 
increasing number of activities and interactions online 
nowadays.  He adds that in most cases, the audience will 
have previously attended some sort of online events, such as 
webinars or live-streamed training courses. 

Sedky shares that sentiment and agrees the adaptation 
process is minimal. Having established the crucial benefits 
of virtual and hybrid events, it is now time to dig into the 
different meeting models available, he adds. 

A central question for event planners and organizers is 
whether all events can be delivered remotely. Congrex 
notes: With the current technology, anything from scien-
tific sessions to workshops and exhibitions can be delivered 
virtually. The specific format will vary, but there are five 
types of online events. These differ from each other in 
terms of location and interaction levels.   

They include centralized broadcasting from a single loca-
tion and no interaction with the audience; centralized broad-
casting from a single site with full audience interaction; cen-
tralized broadcasting from a single location with limited 
interaction with the audience; broadcasting from multiple 
locations and no interaction with the audience; and broad-
casting from various locations with audience interactions. 

According to Congrex, each format requires a different 
strategy to guarantee optimal delivery and engagement. 
However, some practical and technical considerations apply 
to all types of virtual events, Sedky says, such as the specific 
technologies and platforms to be used. 

Areas to consider are the bandwidth needed to support 
smooth delivery and participation, the interaction model to 
follow if Q&A sessions are planned, tools needed to facilitate 
networking, how will the event be marketed and monetized, 
how will engagement metrics be measured and how feed-
back from attendees will be collected,  he explains. 

Irrespective of the event type, all planning should be 
geared toward boosting interaction and supporting virtual 
infrastructure. 

Do not overlook the social aspect of meetings,  Congrex 

notes. Remember that virtual meetings should fulfill two 
critical functions: circulating information and providing a 
space for professionals to network. That means that an 
online event still requires introductions, ice breakers, and 
virtual watercooler or coffee break sessions.   

 

A matter of faith 
In the MICE business, unscripted moments occur when 
the magic happens during events. Ideas are formulated, busi-
ness deals closed, and new connections are made. It also all hap-
pens during conversations after the plenary session, while net-
working over dinner and even sharing a ride to the airport after 
the business event. 

Tourism, which peaks between April and September globally, 
presents a significant source of foreign exchange. Many tour 
operators will likely face bankruptcy due to canceled major 
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public events, Andrew McCorkell wrote in the March issue 
of Conference and Incentive Travel Magazine. 

The International Air Transport Association IATA  esti-
mates total losses to the industry could reach $29 billion. 
Central banking institutions, including the U.S. Federal 
Reserve, have announced monetary policy changes to 
improve access to credit for small- and medium-sized enter-
prises. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development predicts that global GDP growth could slow 
to 2.4 percent in 2020, down from 2.9 percent last year. 

The event industry should be doing everything in its 
power to persuade clients not to cancel travel incentives, 
meetings, and events,  Huw Tuckett, executive director of 
Euromic, a nonprofit marketing association, wrote in an 
open letter to Kongres Magazine. Instead, MICE business-
es should encourage a wait-and-see attitude, work with sup-

pliers and partners to honor deposits paid for use on future 
dates, check future availability and work on moving pro-
grams and events to 6 or 9 months from now.   

My message to the MICE industry  whether you are the 
hotel, supplier, event planner, end client, or the DMC pro-
viding the program  is to communicate with your clients. 
Sell the benefits of traveling at a later stage, focus on the 
positives, offer more time to plan, and more time to 
research, and make programs better. Why not highlight the 
fact that buyers will soon have tremendous buying power if 
they are willing to commit to future operations? Discounts 
will be found everywhere instead of incurring cancellations 
fees that in reality are a lose-lose situation,  wrote Tuckett 
in his letter, adding that the mindset should be one of how 
we make our programs happen, rather than just accepting 
cancellations never to be seen again. n

                         REAL WORLD: LIKE SHOPPING, EXPERTS BELIEVE THAT PEOPLE WOULD STILL WANT TO VISIT CONFERENCES AND EVENTS.  



As summer approaches, Egypt, other MENA countries, 
European nations and the United States face lost for-
eign currency inflows from tourisms high-season as 

COVID-19 fears persist. For Egypt that is a significant problem 
as the sector employs nearly one-tenth of Egyptians, generating 
$13 billion last year and accounts for 15 percent of GDP, accord-
ing to Ghada Shalaby, the Vice Minister for Tourism, Ministry 
of Tourism and Antiquities. 

 That drought could last until there is a mass-produced 
COVID-19 vaccine. I think it is important to put this on the 
table: This virus may become just another endemic virus in our 
communities and this virus may never go away,  said Michael 
Ryan, executive director of the World Health Organization 
Emergencies Program, at a press event covered by ABC 
Australia in May.  

 As a result, governments are developing new smartphone 
applications to help travelers deal with 
their fear of being infected. Those apps 
inform users if someone with COVID-19 
visited a location in the past two weeks or 
if someone nearby has tested positive. 
According to the World Economic Forum, 
more than 30 governments are working on 
a wide range of COVID-19 tracking apps.  

David Meyer, a contributor to Forbes, 
wrote in May that using such tracking apps 
would be the lifeline for reviving tourism in 
the short term. The plan to save the 
sacred summer vacation depends on con-
tact-tracing apps,  he wrote. However, a 
couple of issues may delay linking such 
tools and vacationers.  
 
World of trackers 
China was the first country to deploy track-
ing apps starting in February when the gov-
ernment announced it would reopen 
Wuhan, COVID-19s ground zero. The 
resulting information and trends are invalu-
able for governments seeking to track the 
COVID-19 outbreak, warn vulnerable 
communities, and understand the impact 
of policies such as social distancing and 
confinement,  according to an 
Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development OECD  report in April.   

The app, which New Zealand also uses, 
gives each citizen a QR code or barcode 
linked to an ID, mobile phone number, and 
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boost travel
Tracking apps  

Many governments are developing mobile-phone applications to track COVID-19 
patients as they prepare to reopen their economies. Those tools could also attract tourists.  

By Tamer Hafez

that



medical records, including COVID-19 test results. The barcode 
is then scanned when a user enters supermarkets, malls, and 
restaurants. Additionally, the government could automatically 
alert the mobile phone owner if they are in a location a 
COVID-19 patient visited during the previous two weeks. 

Other countries are developing their versions of tracking 
apps. Australia, the Czech Republic, France, and Singapore use 
Bluetooth technology to upload COVID-19 test results and 
share it anonymously with other app users within 10 meters.  

Colombia, Hungary, India, and Bahrains government-devel-
oped apps maintain a log of the GPS data of any COVID-19 
positive case in a government database. The app then alerts 
healthy users in real time if they approach a location that a con-
firmed case visited in the previous two weeks. Colombias solu-
tion, unlike the others, doesnt consume data. Ghanas tracking 
system sends data to the Ministry of Health to create a 
COVID-19 infection map not shared with the public. 
Alternatively, Iceland and South Korea share the infection map 
with everyone. Israels app, meanwhile, saves search results on 
the device to ensure privacy.  

Apple and Google are co-developing a native tracking app for 
their smartphones. It will mainly use GPS data and digitized 
government medical records. However, not every country 
approves of that unified platform. The United Kingdom 
announced it wouldnt allow the Apple/Google tracking app to 
operate in the country because of privacy concerns, since there 
wouldnt be any government oversight.  

Al Ahram reported in May the Egyptian government devel-
oped an app that receives the latest COVID-19 stats and test 
results, but there was no mention if it could track movements 
of individuals. 

 
Tourism link 
Shifting the purpose of those tracing apps from a tool to track 
COVID-19 patients to a resource tourists use to stay safe while 
vacationing could help reboot the tourism sector. 

Nearly two-thirds of international travelers already rely on 
travel websites and apps to organize their trips, according to a 
World Bank report in February. The report also noted that 
online tourist-related services are generally more trusted than 
word-of-mouth.  

Accordingly, developing a COVID-19 tracking app that is 
tourist-friendly could prove popular among vacationers. An 
analysis by Rishabh Software, an international software engi-
neering company, shows that travel-based mobile apps are the 
seventh-highest category of download and used by 60 percent 
of smartphone owners.  

The functions those apps have in common with COVID-19 
apps include GPS access and tracking, instant updates and noti-
fications, and mobile broadcasting. The Rishabh Software 
report pointed out that real-time tracking used in ride-hailing 
apps, and geo-tagging information such as review websites, are 
the two most used features in tourist apps. 

Those services are the cornerstone of any COVID-19 
tracking app, whether it uses mobile data or Bluetooth 
connectivity to alert users of high-risk areas. Such apps can 
be a stand-alone tool or integrated with popular travel apps.  

   
Missing pieces 
According to Meyer, from Forbes, the big issue is the capa-
bility of operating in multiple countries. If people are able 
to cross borders again, it s not hard to see how a lack of 
interoperability would stymie the apps  objective,  he 
wrote in Forbes in May. Each country is preparing its own 
contact-tracing app  and some have different ideas about 
how the technology should work.  

The straightforward solution is for all countries to adopt 
the platform Apple and Google are co-developing. Another 
plus is that individuals  health information would be ade-
quately shielded regardless of where the app is used, wrote 
Meyer. This is the approach countries such as Germany 
and Italy are choosing,  he added.  

However, the U.K. and France are adopting a closed tracking 
system, as they are concerned about data privacy in smartphone 
operating systems. We are not against Apple and Google, but 
we dont want to be forced into a certain technology approach,  
French digital affairs minister C dric O told the Financial 
Times. States should be able to make their own choices on 
such a critical matter  its a question of sovereignty.  

The other missing link is data privacy legislation, as the track-
ing apps share sensitive health information with the public. In 
April, the EU Commission organized a plenary session where 
they stressed that any digital measures against the pandemic 
must comply with data protection and privacy legislations.  

The third issue is scale. Lawrance Wong, minister of national 
development in Singapore, noted in an interview with The 
Straits Times in April that a million out of Singapores popula-
tion of 5.63 million have downloaded the COVID-19 tracking 
app. However, that is not enough to yield an accurate picture of 
the disease. In order for TraceTogether to be effective, we need 
something like three-quarters  if not all  of the population 
to have it. Then we can really use that as an effective contact-
tracing tool,  he said.  

To reach such a large scale, China mandates that people use 
the QR code in its tracking apps to access essential services, 
such as public transportation and supermarkets. In India, all 
public and private sector employers are responsible for ensuring 
their employees download the governments tracking app 
Aarogya Setu . It shall be the responsibility of the heads of the 

respective organizations to ensure 100 percent coverage of this 
app among employees,  said Shri Amit Shah, Indias union 
home secretary to The Week, an Indian publication.   

For countries like Egypt, where tourism is vital, and the 
government is still digitizing parts of the healthcare sys-
tem, the state should expedite the digital transformation of 
both. That upgrade must be compatible with the latest 
solutions developed around the world. The stakes are 
incredibly high for these tools,  wrote Shirin Ghaffary, a 
reporter for Recode.  n 
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10-year Average Real Growth Rate

Dcode EFC conducted a study assessing the performance of the 12 main economic sectors of the Egyp�an economy with 
regards to their contribu�on to growth and employment as well as gender and youth inclusion. Below are the main findings: 

During the ten-year period (2009/10-2018/19), Wholesale and Retail Trade sector 
recorded the highest contribu�on to real GDP growth*, followed by Manufacturing, 
Construc�on and Agriculture sectors.
Note: Size of the bubble represents the sector’s share in total GDP in FY 2018/19

During the ten-year period (2009/10-2018/19), Agriculture 
sector was the least vola�le in terms of growth* (coefficient of 
varia�on = 0.07), whereas Extrac�ve Industries sector was the 
most vola�le (coefficient of varia�on = 25.3).

Financial Intermedia�on sector recorded the highest value added per 1 EGP of investments over the past ten years (2009/10-2018/19); whereas 
Electricity sector recorded the lowest.
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Employment Percentage Growth (2010-2018)

Between 2010 and 2018 (latest available), females, on average, were rela�vely be�er compensated than males in only three sectors, listed 
from highest to lowest:
Telecommunica�ons, Transport & Warehousing and Electricity.
The two genders were almost equally compensated in the Construc�on & Building, Financial Intermedia�on and Extrac�ve Industries sectors.

Between 2010 and 2018, Wholesale & Retail Trade sector recorded the highest contribu�on 
to employment growth, followed by Transporta�on & Warehousing and Construc�on & 
Building sectors.
Note: Size of the bubble represents the sector’s share in total employment in 2018.  

The majority of youth (below 29 years) work in the 
Agriculture sector (20%), followed by Manufacturing 
sector (18%).

• Real estate sector activities encompass a range of services relating to the provision of property, i.e. buying, selling and renting of commercial 

and residential properties or land. 

This also includes the activities of real estate agents intermediating in buying, selling, letting or managing real estate.

• Construction sector encompasses the preparation of land and construction, alteration, and repair of buildings, structures, and other real property.

• Social services sector includes health education and other services
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Misr Hotels (MHOT)

Investors seek opportunities in mixed market

Tourism  which a couple of months ago was full of 
good vibes for its healthy recovery  is among the sec-
tors that are going to be hurt the most in the aftermath 
of the coronavirus pandemic. The performance of Misr 
Hotels MHOT  shares is a case in point for what can 
happen in an out-of-favor sector. The company s general 
assembly agreed to cut next fiscal year s budget revenue 
forecast by 20 percent to EGP 380 million. During the 
period, MHOT stock was down 37 percent at EGP 6.93, 
with 7.87 million shares changing hands worth EGP 56.1 
million.

Some investors thought the period from April 15 to May 
15 would be rather quiet as it coincided with the start 
of Ramadan. However, the month-long stretch saw 

many trading days with turnover in excess of EGP 1 billion. 
Nonetheless, the market trended sideways as expected
with a few stocks making headlines on company-specific cat-
alysts. Market indices were mixed. The EGX 30 lost 0.5 
percent to 10,287.21, while the recently launched EGX 70 
EWI equally weighted index added 1.9 percent to 1,112.18. 
Still, both are down on a year-to-date basis. While the 
former is down 26.3 percent, the latter is off by 12.2 percent. 

Advances matched declines with top performers mostly 
coming from small caps, as one would expect from the mar-
ket indices performance. For example, New Ismailia Devel-
opment & Real Estate IDRE  saw its stock skyrocket 142 
percent to EGP 11.32. The reason is speculation that its 1,411-
feddan plot could be re-zoned as part of Ismailia Governo-
rate s buildings zone. Ismailia National Food Industries 
Foodico  INFI  is another stock with a land bank in Is-

mailia Governorate, which was up 42 percent to EGP 19.54 
extending its year-to-date gain to 288 percent. Also, Misr Na-
tional Steel Ataqa or ATQA  saw its shares climb 78 percent 
to EGP 0.82 with a notable increase in activity. Lastly, Al-

Ahly for Development and Investment AFDI  advanced 63 
percent to EGP 7.18.  

ATQA is trading at a price-to-earnings ratio of about 70, 
AFDI is trading at less than six times and almost half its 
book equity value  which could be justified by its low re-
turn on equity. 

Elsewhere, top underperformers included well-known names, 
such as Misr Hotels MHOT  and Abu Kir Fertilizers ABUK , 
as well as some cement and textile companies. MHOT fell 37 
percent to EGP 6.93 as investors offloaded the stock in view of 
the suffering tourism sector. ABUK fell 25 percent to EGP 11.97 
after the company confirmed that the government hadnt de-
creased the prices of natural gas prices it secured in mid-March. 
Meanwhile, with economic growth expected to slow, cement 
stocks that were already feeling the brunt of an oversupplied 
market saw prices plummet. Sinai Cement SCEM  and Misr 
Beni Suef Cement MBSC  fell 29 percent and 26 percent to 
EGP 3.09 and EGP 9.31, respectively.  

Although first-quarter results do not fully reflect the fallout 
from the coronavirus pandemic, they were mostly negative ex-
cept for a few select names in defensive sectors. Market partic-
ipants will look forward to second-quarter results with a more 
scrutinizing eye to better assess post-pandemic damage. 
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The COVID-19 outbreak has closed many gyms for the foreseeable future. However, that doesn’t mean 
you should abandon staying fit. 
  By Tamer Hafez

The High Life

Bring it on at

 home



Sitting at home watching TV, streaming Netflix, playing 
with the kids, or just rummaging around can be conducive 
to snacking all day on crisps, sweets and other less-than-

healthy options. And despite the government saying the lock-
down will be lifted in mid-June, gyms likely will remain closed. 
Even if they reopen, few people might be willing to share equip-
ment and space with strangers.  

For many who want to get back in pre-lockdown shape or 
start working on the elusive beach body  as summer 
approaches, exercising at home may be the only option. In 
today s world, the reality is people don t have time to go to 
a facility every day anyway,  said Kevin Steele, an exercise 
physiologist and vice president of 24 Hour Fitness Centers. 
Consistency is key.  

 
Finding your space 
According to George Foreman III, a boxing coach and 
founder of EverybodyFights, the first step is to allocate 20 
to 30 minutes to work out at the same time every day. If 
you really want to succeed with a long-term program, start 
with a small commitment to something you can do any-
where,  he said.  Build this small commitment into your 
morning and evening routines.  

Foreman recommends linking the new exercise routine to 
something done every day, such as brushing teeth. He also 
says beginners should start by doing the same one or two 
exercises with the same number of repetitions. Foreman 
recommends 20 pushups, followed by 20 squats. 
Eventually, your body will crave the activity, and it will be 

hard to start and end your day without it,  he said. 
The second step is to work out in a specific place, 

whether an unused room, spacious living room, or garden. 
Those who work out at home should also have a dedicated 
space for their outfits and gear, said Foreman, to increase 
focus and minimize distractions. 

 
Create a routine 
Most experts recommend that beginners aim for 30 minutes 
of cardiovascular exercise and 20 to 30 minutes of strength 
work three times a week. Richard Weil, the director of the 
New York Obesity Research Center Weight Loss Program 
at St. Luke s Roosevelt Hospital Center in New York City, 
suggests that beginners should exercise five days a week if 
they work out at home.  

Barbara Russi, a PMA-certified Pilates instructor and 
AFAA-certified fitness practitioner workouts, wrote in her 
blog that a workout should cover muscle groups in the 
upper body, lower body, abs, and back. Shoot for three sets 
of 10-15 repetitions for each strength exercise,  she noted. 
Beginners need to start with a few repetitions without 
weights and then gradually increase reps, weights, and 
intensity.  

Weil noted that an easy way to know if an exercise is done 
correctly is if the designated muscle group is stressed. If 
some other area hurts, the technique is most likely wrong, 
he wrote. One common example is crunches, which work 
the ab, only for the neck to feel sore if it s done incorrectly.   

 
Building blocks of a workout 
According to Jami Kastner, a fitness trainer for 12 years and 
contributor to the Live Strong portal, warmups should be 
five to 10 minutes for basic workouts. When your muscles 
are extremely sore from a previous workout, you will need 
to take more time to warm up,  wrote Kastner. Flex this 
time frame up as needed, but never skip it.   

The core of the workout should comprise cardiovascular 
or aerobic exercise such as walking, running, dancing, and 
cycling, to name a few, explained Weil. The second part is 
resistance training to build strength using bodyweight or 
free weights such as dumbbells or stretch bands.  

Maintaining or improving flexibility is also an important 
component. Hold each stretch for 10 to 30 seconds while 
breathing deeply and slowly. The stretch should be strong, 
but not painful,  Richard Stein, co-director of Cardiology 
Consult Services and professor of cardiology at New York 
University, told the American Heart Association AHA .  

To cool down, the association recommends walking to 
bring the pulse below 120 beats per minute. Stein stressed 
that warming up and cooling down are good for your exer-
cise performance  you ll do better and get faster and 
stronger  and for your heart, since the increased work on 
the heart steps up  with exercise,  he wrote in a column for 
AHA. Stretching also makes many people feel better dur-
ing and after exercise and in some cases decreases muscle 
pain and stiffness.  

 

Make the workout work 
Shamima Tulee, the owner of Combat Gym, cautioned that 
not paying for a gym makes it easier to sabotage or skip 
workouts. That can set you back, especially if you re on an 
exercise program, she explained in her column. Not only 
does it make it harder for you to reach your goals, but you 
also can lose some of the progress you ve made,  she noted.  

Tulee also stressed the importance of remaining focused 
and committed to a routine. If you re just starting out, you 
may be tempted to try too many things too quickly,  she 
wrote. Set goals and know which muscle groups you want 
to target before you start your workout.  Additionally, it is 
essential to work within one s limits and gradually increase 
intensity and duration.  

Experts caution against eating at least two hours prior to 
working out. Your body will be digesting that food, and 
blood won t flow as well to your muscles. That can affect 
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your post-workout recovery and lead to cramps and nausea,  
noted Melinda Ratini, a member of WebMD s medical 
review team. While working out, it is vital to drink between 
170 milliliters and 230 milliliters of water every 15 minutes.  

Other taboos are skipping warming up and cooling down, 
not keeping perfectly still while stretching, slouching while 
using weights, and locking the knees. Ratini also stresses the 
importance of taking a deep breath before starting a set, 
then gradually let it out as you go.  

 
Investing in the workout 
Anyone starting to exercise needs to dedicate time and 
money to improving fitness at home. Victoria Nolan, a cer-
tified personal trainer at Suite Time Fitness in Houston, rec-
ommends searching the internet for training videos.  

However, she pointed out each person assesses videos dif-
ferently based not only on personal biases and preferences, 
but also goals. You can find videos that will take you 
through yoga, high-intensity interval training, postpartum 
toning, strength training, and more with very minimal 
equipment,  said Nolan in a blog. However, she recom-
mends that all videos that beginners follow should include 
warmup and cool-down sessions, given that many focus only 
on core workouts.  

One valuable exercise is keeping a written or digital work-
out journal, noting increases in reps and weight, American 
Council on Exercise spokesperson Kelli Calabrese wrote in 
a blog. Entries should include bad days to help you to find 
patterns you can break. For example, you may find an egg-
white omelet gets you through your morning workout bet-
ter than a bagel,  she said.  

According to Foreman, buying the right gear is vital for 
increasing training-at-home options. According to Christina 
Stiehl, a 10-year health and fitness expert who has written 
for Mens Health and Eat This, Not That!, among others, 
the list includes 13 items, such as dumbbells, resistance 
bands, medicine ball, floor mat and gloves.  

In Egypt, such equipment and gear can be found on the 
Souq and Jumia eCommerce websites as well as at 
Intersport, a sports equipment retailer. Gear plus outfits 
and shoes may be available at local shops selling internation-
al sports brands such as Adidas and Nike. More affordable 
lower quality gear often is available in hypermarkets, includ-
ing Hyper One, Carrefour and Spinneys.  

Foreman, however, stressed keeping workout equipment 
to a minimum. Use home gym equipment to enhance your 
workout or mix things up every so often, but don t let it 
become the centerpiece of your routine,  he said.  

Such gear is not expensive. You can get a complete full-
body workout without spending a lot of money on weights or 

even needing a large space in which to exercise,  Nolan said.  
On the other hand, Foreman recommended breaking the 

bank when it comes to sports clothes and shoes. Invest in 
apparel that makes you feel comfortable, empowered, and 
ready to train hard the same way you would at the gym,  
Foreman said. 

 
Finding a partner 
The partial lockdown, which resulted in the closure of gyms 
and public spaces, a curfew, and the need to keep your dis-
tance with others, shouldn t prevent people from finding 
workout virtual partners.  

Dominique Astorino, founder of Beauty and the Beach 
website, said starting to work out with someone with a sim-
ilar personality and commitment to exercising will increase 
motivation. Because we started this journey together, we re 
making progress together and discovering things at the 
same time,  she wrote in a post, recalling her own experi-
ences. As we share our new favorite workouts and recovery 
tips, it s like being in school again. We get to share in the tri-
umphant moments my first half-marathon, her first head-
stand , but also the tougher moments.   

To maintain such a relationship, Foreman stresses the 
importance of scheduling the same workouts simultaneous-
ly. For many people, the idea of letting someone down is 
enough to keep them from breaking their workout plans,  
he wrote. So be regular in making workout plans with a 
friend or trainer, even if it s via online channels. That could 
do the trick and inspire you to stay consistent.  n
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We aim to flatten both curves,  said Minister of International 
Cooperation Rania el Mashat, during AmChams pre-annual gen-
eral meeting held April 28. One is health. The other is economic.   

El Mashat highlighted government efforts to keep the 
COVID-19 outbreak under control, starting with isolation of 
the first cases that appeared in early March. The state followed 
that move with deporting tourists after testing them and 
grounding flights except for those bringing home Egyptians who 
were abroad on tourist visas. Moving the entire education sys-
tem to an online platform was the next step. That shift involved 
cooperation between the Ministry of Education and inter-
national institutions,  said El Mashat.  

The Ministry of Health, meanwhile, reacted to the impend-
ing health crisis by increasing the number of test labs and im-
plementing prevention and control programs developed by the 
World Health Organization WHO . We also increased our 
testing capabilities to 200,000 tests in two weeks,  said               
El Mashat. We also increased the number of beds, ventilators 
and ICU facilities.   

The Health Ministry launched a program to increase the 
transparency of communication with other government 

agencies, ministries and the public. Such open communication 
is essential,  she stressed.  

 

Protecting the economy 
The CBE, meanwhile, cut interest rates by 300 basis points, as well 
as postponed payments to commercial banks such as loans and car 
installments. It even delayed payment of some taxes, including the 
real estate tax and other fees. Meanwhile, the Stock Market           
Authority suspended taxes on dividends, as well as other payments. 
The authority also worked with the government to support the 
EGX during sessions that saw the worst crashes in the index.  

Meanwhile, El Mashat said she was closely watching         
international portals  analysis of the economic impact of the 
COVID-19 outbreak. We are monitoring the disruptions that 
are happening every day around the world,  she said. Those    
disruptions include transportation, global value chains,        
manufacturing and pandemic protection cycles, as China was 
the first to implement a severe lockdown.  

El Mashat said that Egypts economy is not in a precarious po-
sition, despite the near-complete shutdown of tourism, transpor-
tation and aviation that are important sources of  foreign currency.   

She also pointed to capital flight that occurred when news of 
lockdowns reached stock investors. All that was happening as 
commodity prices, such as oil, were rising,  said El Mashat. 
That will impact investments of oil producers in emerging  

markets in particular.   
Thankfully, she said, Egypt should be able to successfully 

reboot its economy because it entered the crisis with a strong 
reserve buffer.  That includes high international reserves and 
ongoing fiscal and monetary reforms. Those cushioned the 
economic blow,  said the minister, and provided us with 
enough ammunition entering this crisis.  

The state has allocated EGP 100 billion to mitigate the    
negative impact of COVID-19 on companies  and an additional 
EGP 188 billion from the Ministry of Health to pay for doctors 
and medical staff. Meanwhile, other ministries have announced 
sector funding programs, including one for tourism, real estate 
for low and middle-income individuals, and agriculture.  

Accordingly, the silver lining of this crisis is that we are pre-
paring for the future,  said El Mashat. That includes expediting 
social reforms that started before the pandemic. Such reforms 
include mitigating the impact on the unorganized labor force 
by introducing employment protection legislation and unem-
ployment benefits. The second is expediting the governments 
social protection agenda by creating safety nets, accelerating    
financial inclusion and digital reforms, and prioritizing womens 
economic empowerment. n
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The COVID-19 crisis is different from the previous one be-
cause for the first time we have a crisis that affects both supply 
and demand,  Minister of Planning and Economic Devel-
opment Hala el Said told AmChams Annual General Meeting 
on May 19. This crisis has affected all sectors. It has disrupted 
supply chains, made manufacturers and companies close down, 
and forced enterprises to decrease wages and lay off workers. 
Those events greatly dented consumer confidence.  

El Said noted that governments, including Egypt s, must 
tackle the current situation differently from the global financial 
crisis in 2008. This pandemic hit peoples health first, therefore 
causing lockdowns and specific industries to cease operations.  

However, she noted none of the developments the world sees 
today is new. There was already a lot of confusion about the 
global economy before the COVID-19 pandemic,  said El Said, 
citing the ongoing trade war between the United States and 
China and the rise of protectionism.  

The government expects the global economy to decline by 
7.9 percent compared to 4.5 percent during the 2008 crisis and 
5.7 percent during the Great Depression. That massive decrease 
in GDP equates to about $5.5 trillion.  

That drop would mostly reverse existing progress made on 
sustainable development goals, said El Said. The International 
Labour Organization predicts as many as 35 million jobs will be 
lost due to the pandemic. UNCTAD expects the value of in-
ternational trade to drop 30 percent, while the World Trade Or-
ganization expects a 20 to 30 percent decrease in economic 
activity. Meanwhile, global foreign direct investment will likely 
decrease by 30 percent to 40 percent.  

The Minister said that means poverty rates will increase, ris-
ing debt will cause a liquidity crisis, and remittances will fall as 
global economies enter a recession.    

The Egyptian case 
Egypt will hopefully buck those trends. All international in-
stitutions World Bank, IMF, S&P, and FitchSolutions  are 
predicting that Egypt s GDP will continue to rise thanks to 
its medium-term growth prospects, which started in 2016,  
said El Said.  

She said GDP growth would likely reach 4 percent by the 
end of this year, compared to 5.2 percent last year. Unem-
ployment should be about 9 percent, up from 7.7 percent. 
El Said noted that the non-oil trade balance deficit FDI and 
remittances will decrease.  

The CBE and government made several policy changes at 
the beginning of the outbreak in Egypt, starting with the 
CBE reducing interest rates by 300 basis points. Meanwhile, 
commercial banks postponed liability payments, such as on 
loans and credit cards. We also had sector-specific debt re-
lief programs,  said El Said.  

Then the government allocated an EGP 100 billion $6.3 
billion  rescue package for the economy. That is about 2 
percent of the country s GDP, which is a very decent 
amount,  said El Said. There also is an EGP 50 billion sup-
port package for low-income housing, and the government 
postponed all sovereign payments such as taxes and other 
fees,  she said.  

Going forward, the government plans a massive spending 
increase for critical sectors. The plan is to increase public 
investments by 60 percent compared to the previous version 
of the budget, while increasing spending for healthcare by 
42 percent, education by 80 percent, and ICT by 300 per-
cent. That plan is still pending Parliament s approval,  said 
El Said.  n
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The pandemic has affected the insurance industry in several 
ways, including employees, business continuity, client serv-
ices, and financial outlooks. COVID-19 has proved to be a 
wakeup call for risk management and risk awareness,  said 
Irina Fan, head of insurance analysis at Swiss Re Institute, 
during an Insurance Committee meeting May 4. 

Also speaking was Vasilis Katsipis, general manager for 
market development at Am Best  MENA, and South and 
Central Asia. 

 The viral outbreak will result in a very sharp, deep, and likely 
short recession with partial recovery during the second half of 
the year,  said Fan, adding that we are now living through the 
worst part of the economic crisis. The output lost in the United 
States and Europe will be twice as large as during the global fi-
nancial crisis and occur two times faster, she said. Fan, however, 
believes growth will bounce back, but companies will not return 
to pre-COVID-19 output levels.  

That prediction comes with many unknowns facing all 
economies, such as the timing and manner governments lift 

lockdowns. Fan believes 
factors influencing the re-
storation of economies will 
include recovery of supply 
chains, capacity buildup, 
unemployment rates, and 
corporate defaults. China 
will lead the way,  said Fan, and we are more positive for the 
economic recovery in the United States compared to Europe.   

The pandemic has pushed insurers to create new insurance 
categories. Typically, medical expenses have exclusions for pan-
demics,  said Katsipis. That is why insurer expenses could have 
remained the same or increased significantly. It depends on 
whether the employee was being treated before or after the 
World Health Organization declared the pandemic. 

On the financial side, businesses had to lay off employees, 
reduce working hours, and trim organization expenses. The 
insurers have seen a significant decline in premiums,  said 
Katsipis. n

A May 21 webinar titled The Crisis and Egypt s Informal 
Sector: Role of the Private Sector  featured Abla Abdelatif, ex-
ecutive director and director of research at the Egyptian Center 
for Economic Studies, and Laila Iskandar, former minister of 
state for urban renewal and informal settlements. Dina Sherif, 
senior lecturer at Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, moderated the session. 

Abdelatif said 44 percent of the informal sector works in ag-
riculture, while 24 percent in industry. The rest are mostly in 
construction and the food industry. She also discussed reasons 
why the informal sector exists, such as poverty, limited social 
mobility, and lack of job opportunities. 

Those hit the hardest by the pandemic, according to Iskandar, 
are the poor, illiterate, and unskilled slum dwellers. Jobs available 
to such groups are usually low paid and menial with few, if any, 
protections. 

The second group consists of workers with little capital who 
set up informal businesses, while the third has informal occu-
pations within the formal sector. 

Concerning the government issuing EGP 500 in emergency 

relief funds, both Iskandar and Abdelatif see it as a good step 
that should include not only informal workers registered as in-
termittent labors,  but those classified as without employ-
ment.  Iskandar said it is essential and worthwhile to look at 
free rent laws and affordable rents for people living in informal 
settlements. 

Regarding bringing people into the formal economy, Iskandar 
cited two main approaches: reducing costs and increasing bene-
fits. She said international best practices show the latter has 
proven to be more effective. 

Abdelatif emphasized that formalization should not mean 
punishment but improved working conditions and being part 
of the value chain. n

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION

Tackling the informal sector

INSURANCE 

Insuring businesses  
post-COVID-19 



The COVID-19 outbreak has hurt businesses around the world 
and none more so than tourism. The sector is a key driver to 
the development of many countries,  said Ghada Shalaby, vice-
minister for tourism at the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, 
during a May 13 webinar titled COVID-19 Crisis Management: 
Reshaping and Reinventing Egypts Tourism.   

As of the end of last year, the tourism sector accounted for 
9.5 percent of Egypts jobs and 15 percent of GDP. 

The ministry created a crisis management committee led by 
the prime minister to counter the adverse effects of the pan-
demic. The Tourism Ministry is also working with the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation to promote new flight destinations at reduced 
fares. Also, Shalaby noted a collaboration with the Ministry of 
Environment to promote green hotels and ecotourism. 

 To attract foreign tourists, the Ministry of Tourism an-
nounced new five-year, multiple-entry visas for tourists instead 
of the current 90-day, single-entry visa. The ministry also will 
offer half-price entrance fees to Upper Egypt s tourist sights 
during the summer.  

The ministry created the Authorization Committee to ease 
approval processes for tourism-related businesses that want to 
apply for government programs. The committee should help 
stimulate growth in the sector, Shalaby said. 

 The government official then talked about the ministrys plan 
in the next few years. Phase one is a proactive and precaution-
ary measure to ensure the safety of both citizens and tourists,  
said Shalaby. Phase two will focus on mitigating the socioeco-
nomic impact of COVID-19 as well as supporting the tourism 
sector. In phase three, the government plans to upgrade tourism 
infrastructure. In the last stage, the country will prepare to    
welcome visitors following international standards. n
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TRAVEL AND TOURISM 

Beyond the pandemic 

COVID-19 was a shocking, unpleasant disruption for ev-
eryone, for the existing infrastructure and for organizations 
that were not prepared,  said Hoda Mansour, managing di-
rector at SAP, during a Digital Transformation Committee 
webinar on May 6. As business leaders, we have always been 
concerned with leadership, innovation, managing our 
people, delivering on our objectives and managing our 
numbers,  said Reem Asaad, Cisco Systems international 
vice president for the Middle East and Africa. But in no 
way could we have predicted COVID-19.   

Other guest speakers were Khaled Abdel Kader, CEO of 
Klayy Tech, and Wael Abdoush, country general manager of 
IBM Egypt. 

To recover from the COVID-19 fallout, organizations 
need to build operational resilience to survive the new real-
ity. All the speakers agreed the pandemic has showcased the 
value of IT and digital transformation, as well as highlighted 
the need for organizations to accelerate their transition.  

Digital transformation must extend to customer interface, 
not just internal operations. Digitalization and automation 
will enable businesses to both ensure continuity and remain 
competitive,  said Mansour. 

Meanwhile, social distancing has forced changes in the 

workplace, causing several companies to mandate working 
from home, said Asaad of Cisco.  

Executives and management will have to review how they 
work and how their businesses will operate in the near future. 
New business models will come into place, and the tradi-

tional way of doing business will be looked at and re-thought,  
said Abdel Kader of Klayy Tech. This is the right time to sit 
and look at the company s digital transformation vision and 
roadmap for the next six months to three years.  

The transformation will be so comprehensive the world 
will never be the same,  said Abdoush of IBM Egypt. Dig-
ital transformation can support the delivery of health and 
other human services, empower teams working remotely 
and connect with clients,  he said. Abdoush added that such 
a transformation would increase IT resiliency, reduce oper-
ating costs, address cybersecurity risks, and accelerate agility 
and efficiency via the cloud. n

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Businesses after COVID-19
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With COVID-19 shutting down schools and other educa-
tion facilities until further notice, educators had to find a 
solution to deliver their lessons quickly. The answer came in 
using online conferencing apps and programs such as Zoom, 
Google Classroom, and Microsoft Teams meetings.  

Deena Boraie, vice president for student life at the Amer-
ican University in Cairo, noted the switch was overnight. 
We had to change all our classes from face-to-face to online 

instantly,  she said. That caused a lot of confusion and 
stress among our students and teachers. That is because they 
were not used to using that method of teaching.  

Mohamed El Kalla, managing director of Cairo for Invest-
ment and Real Estate CIRA , pointed out not all classes 
could be given online. Technical courses like engineering 
and medicine must retain their face-to-face model,  he said. 
A significant advantage of using an online platform is that 
access to courses is less expensive. For school children,  said 

El Kalla, classroom overpopulation is a problem of the past 
with virtual classes.  

Shahinaz Ahmed, country director for AMIDEast Egypt, 
said online classrooms made courses more accessible. A 
trainer from India doesn t have to travel to Egypt to give a 
course,  she said. They can go online and give it. That 
creates a level playing field.   

However, Hashem El Dandarawy, president of Dandara 
Cultural Center, cautioned that not all of Egypt would bene-
fit from online classes. In Upper Egypt, that model 
wouldn t be applicable,  noting the lack of internet infras-
tructure and impoverished families. Almost all of them cant 
afford a smartphone,  he explained  

The alternative to online classes, according to El Danda-
way, is to continue face-to-face classes on a rotating basis. 
Half the students go for three days in the week and take 

the rest off.  n

As countries struggle to reboot their economies while coexisting 
with COVID-19, many governments need outside assistance. 
That was the topic of an International Cooperation Committee 
featuring Walid Labadi, country manager of International Fi-
nance Corporation; Khaled Hamza, deputy country head for 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
EBRD ; Denys Denya; executive vice president of Afrexim-

bank; Sherry Carlin, USAID mission director; and Marina Wes, 
country director for the World Bank. 

Each executive highlighted the work their institutions 
have been doing since the pandemic caused widespread 
global shutdowns. Carlin highlighted USAID s work to save 
lives by improving countries  ability to respond to the pan-
demic.   

Denya said Afreximbank allocated a $3 billion assistance 
package for African countries, including Egypt. That money will 
support trade financing to secure medicine and medical equip-
ment. We are extending 850 million euros to Egyptian banks 
to support SMEs and other corporations,  he said. Our trade 
finance budget for the country is 350 million euros.   

Hamza highlighted EBRD s 4 billion euro financing pack-
age to existing clients and infrastructure projects. The goal 
is to ensure the undisrupted provision of services and pre-
serve the progress made with green and sustainable infras-
tructure,  he said.   

Wes said the World Bank has worked to assess the damage 
done to the global and local economies due to COVID-19 
lockdowns. She also highlighted the organizations $160 bil-
lion support package for healthcare. One of the most im-
portant roles at this stage is facilitating joint procurement 
of medical equipment and supplies,  she stressed.  

Labadi said the IFC approved an $8 billion package to 
help companies hurt by the COVID-19 global outbreak. 
Also, it supports partner financial institutions to        
continue business lending throughout the world. We also 
advise governments on how to support their businesses,  
he said. n

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Supporting the economy  
during COVID-19

EDUCATION

Building a new  
learning model
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Ahmed Kouchouk, vice-minister of finance for fiscal pol-
icies and institutional reform, was featured in a webinar on 
May 14 and provided a comprehensive overview of eco-
nomic indicators and the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on 
the Egyptian economy.  

The Purchasing Managers  Index, which measures sen-
timent and the direction of trends in the manufacturing and 
service sectors, has declined at an unprecedented rate. In 
April 2020, the main index was at 29.7, compared to 47.1 two 
months earlier, with similar declines in component indices 
over the same period. The production index fell from 43.7 
to 15.2, the new orders index from 44.5 to 14.1, and the new 
export orders index from 38.5 to 11.8. 

Employment rates and personnel costs have not declined 

as dramatically. The em-
ployment index fell from 
47 to 46.1, while the staff 
costs Index slipped from 
51.2 to 49.6. 

On a global level, rating 
agencies Fitch, Moody s, and Standard & Poor s forecast a 
decline in GDP growth this year for both developed and 
emerging markets, with an economic recovery in 2021. 
Those agencies downgraded about 70 percent of the coun-
tries they rated during the pandemic, of which 21 percent 
were African and 13 percent in the Middle Eastern. Egypt 
was the only country in Africa and the Middle East to avoid 
any downgrades and maintain its outlook as stable. n

Events

BANKING

Fiscal policy official  
reviews indicators  

Rami Abulnaga, deputy governor of the Central Bank of 
Egypt, was the Banking Committee guest on May 7 for a 
presentation titled COVID-19 Crisis: Egypt s Monetary 
Policy Response.  

Abulnaga started by summarizing the government and 
Central Bank s CBE  strategy and structural reforms over 
the past four years. The turning point was floating the cur-
rency in 2016 to address the pound s lack of competitiveness, 
which created imbalances in the economy and undermined 
Egypt s balance of payments. Since then, banks have seen 
foreign currency return to the economy, a crucial ingredient 
for healthy asset flow in any banking system. 

At the same time, the CBE used interest rate channels as 
a monetary policy tool, while managing liquidity in the econ-
omy to ensure resistance to inflation after the float. Fiscal 
policy also underwent reform, particularly regarding energy 
subsidies that weighed heavily on the national budget. 

These strategic monetary decisions since 2016 helped 
Egypt build a resilient economy, said Abulnaga, citing the 
departure of capital from emerging markets in 2018. The 
country experienced relatively low volatility, and investors 
were able to liquidate smoothly due to the favorable market 
conditions. 

Today, the Central 
Bank remains at the fore-
front of the COVID-19 
crisis, with several de-
fense lines built over the 
years that help offset neg-
ative economic repercus-
sions and smooth out volatility. At the outset of the crisis, 
Egypt was one of the most attractive investment destina-
tions for foreign investors, witnessing significant capital in-
flow. During the lockdowns to combat the spread of 
COVID-19, Egypt lost nearly $15 billion in foreign invest-
ment as foreign investors repatriated their funds. 

The Central Bank intervened to offset part of the out-
flows and increase the banking sector s capacity to meet de-
mands resulting from heightened liquidity and high foreign 
exchange rates. In March, the bank cut interest rates by 300 
basis points as projections allowed for an easing monetary 
policy without jeopardizing the inflation mandate. 

Other initiatives included a deferral of some credit costs 
for individuals, corporations, and SMEs. The government is 
also encouraging the use of prepaid cards, electronic         
payments, and electronic wallets. n

BANKING

CBE deputy reviews  
monetary policy
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PEPSICO

Pepsi and Chipsy, the leading brands in the food & beverage industry, 
pledge $1 million to support Egypt’s daily wage workers supported by Pep-
siCo Foundation and in cooperation with the Egyptian Food Bank. This ini-
tiative came as a part of the “Gathering for Good, to feed Millions” 
campaign powered by the iconic brands during the holy month of Rama-
dan. According to CAPMAS statistics, Egypt’s daily labor force is comprised 
of more than 2 million workers and this initiative extends its support to 
this segment that is suffering tremendously due to COVID-19 effects.

CONTRACK FM 

Contrack FM have signed three memoranda of understanding (MoU) with 
World Energy Anchor (ENGIE), City Edge Development, Majd al Futtaim Group, 
and The Village Beirut to establish a strategic partnership to form an integrated 
property and facility management company for national project. Prime Minister 
Mostafa Madbouly, the Minister of Housing and Utilities and Urban Com-
munities, and Majd Al Futtaim Group CEO plus other high-ranked officials at-
tended the signing of the MoU. The service firms will start offering their service 
in New Alamein City. 

EBE TATWEER MISR

Following the outbreak of Covid-19 and the safety and precautionary measures 
set by the WHO and Egyptian Ministry of Health, Tatweer Misr launched several 
programs via its corporate social responsibilities to support the government. 
Tatweer Misr launched “Benebny Hayah – Building a Life’’ campaign and part-
nered with civil Society & various public sector entities such as Al Orman NGO 
to combat the pandemic. The partnership with Al Orman aimed for supporting 
the deprived families in Kafr Abdel Khalek village in Al Minya by revamping 
all houses, extending water and electricity supply, and granting nutritional and 
monetary donations to support daily wagers throughout Ramadan. 

For the second time in a row EBE has been awarded the GTR leaders in 
trade 2020 MENA “Best Trade Finance Bank in Egypt.” This year the bank 
managed to maintain the level of boost in trade finance transactions vol-
umes in addition to providing a unique bundle of non-Financial services. 
That includes market Research, trade workshops, consultancy, and match-
making, among other activities. Those activities are performed through 
EBE’s Trade Finance and Export Promotion Department
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Exclusive Offers

 
Special offer on Shop & Ship Membership & a 30% Discount on all Personal Domestic 

Services and a 20% discount on the international cash rates. 
“ Shop & Ship “ are an international shipping service that allows you to shop from the 
US, the UK, China, Turkey, UAE, India, South Africa, Hong Kong, Germany, Italy, Spain, 

France, Singapore, Canada and Malaysia and then we deliver it to you with the best 
rates.” 

Membership fee for AmCham member will be only $5 instead of $45.  
 
 
 

***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  
presenting their AmCham 2020 membership card*** 

 
 
 

For more information, please contact: 
Shop & Ship: Amal Shawki 
Short No.16996 
Email: Amal.Soliman@aramex.com 
 
 

 
 

 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  
for more information on AmCham benefits 

 
 

This offer is valid until December 31, 2020

ARAMEX INTERNATIONAL EGYPT

 
SAP Egypt is pleased to offer Different Technologies Services free to access  

to AmCham Members. 
COVID-19 is affecting businesses globally and thus Egypt. Accordingly, SAP Egypt wants 

to make sure that we support your business. We are all in this together and each 
 contribution matters in the fight against COVID-19. 

SAP Egypt would like to share with you eight different technologies that are currently 
Free to Access: 

1. SAP Ariba  2.  Ruum Project  3. Qualtrics: Remote Work Pulse  
4. SAP Litmos  5. Qualtrics: Customer Confidence Pulse  6. DocuSign   

7. openSAP  8. SAP Supply Chain Planning   
***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  

presenting their AmCham 2020 membership card***    
For more information, please contact:  
Kholoud Elwan 
Mobile: (20-10) 2559-5754 
Email: Kholoud.elwan@sap.com 
  

 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  
for more information on AmCham benefits     
This offer is valid until December 31, 2020

SAP
 

World Trading Company is pleased to offer AmCham Members an exclusive offer on 
Scarabaeus Sacer Face Masks. 

As coronavirus continues to spread, the biggest fear for medical professionals is a lack 
of personal protective equipment. Scarabaeus Sacer's face masks are not intended to 
replace the medical-grade N95 masks, but since the disease spreads by respiratory 

droplets, these masks provide a barrier for those not exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19 
or for medical professionals attending to sick patients. The Centers for Disease Control 

in the United States says that when no face masks are available, healthcare profes-
sionals should use cloth masks when treating patients with COVID-19, indicating their 

efficacy and that they are a viable alternative. Our masks are also an eco-friendly alter-
native to disposable medical grade and surgical masks thereby reducing waste & pro-

tecting the environment.  
***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  

presenting their AmCham 2020 membership card***    
For more information, please contact:  
Ali El Nawawi 
Mobile: Whatsapp: 01017222482 
Email: alielnawawi@scarabaeus-sacer.com; admin@scarabaeus-sacer.com 

 
 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  

for more information on AmCham benefits   
This offer is valid until December 31, 2020

WORLD TRADING CO.

 
Hilton Worldwide is delighted to offer AmCham Members an exclusive discount on ac-

commodation and food & beverages at Ramses Hilton and Hilton WTC. 
Up to 15% Discount from Hilton Worldwide (Egypt Branch) to AmCham Members on 

Accommodation and Food & Beverages 
 
 
 

***Discounts will be granted for AmCham members upon  
presenting their AmCham 2020 membership card*** 

 
 
 

For more information, please contact: 
Ramses Hilton: Basma Zeidan 
Phone: (20 2) 2577-7444 
Email: Basma.abdelrehim@hilton.com 
Hilton WTC: Mohamed Fayez 
Phone: (20 2) 2577-7444/ 2394-6981 
Email: Mohamed.Fayez@hilton.com 
 

 
 
 

 Please visit AmCham Cyberlink on http://www.amcham.org.eg/cyberlink  
for more information on AmCham benefits 

 
 
 

This offer is valid until December 31, 2020

HILTON WORLDWIDE

EXCLUSIVE OFFERS





Brought to you by the employees of bp and Castrol.
In support of local government and the Africa Centres for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines.

#MakeYourMask

Fold cotton cloth in half.

Fold top down. Fold bottom up.

Place rubber bands or hair ties about 6 inches apart.

Fold sides to middle and tuck.

You’re done.
Make sure the mask fits over your mouth and nose 

and you can breathe comfortably.

bp.com/MakeYourMask

Cloth-masks are to be used only if 
a surgical mask is not available.

Wear a mask

Wash your hands

Keep 2 metres apart



 INTRODUCING THE FIRST-EVER
2 SERIES GRAN COUPÉ
Meet the impulsive, intuitive and individual BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé.  
An eye-catcher in every sense, thanks to a progressive design and  
M Sport package, you’re in for a radically dynamic experience. Visit your 
nearest authorised dealer to meet the BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé.

Meet the impulsive, intuitive and individual BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé.
An eye-catcher in every sense, thanks to a progressive design and  
M Sport package, you’re in for a radically dynamic experience. Visit your 
nearest authorised dealer to meet the BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé.

Call Center: 19269 l www.bmw-eg.com




